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C1IAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
--
The purpose of this study was to determine the validity 
and reliability of the multiple-choice technique for measuring 
shorthand achievement as compared with the completion test 
used by Turse and Durost1 in their achievement test. 
Background of the Problem 
The first progression beyond the correction of short-
hand achievement by verbatim transcription was made by Paul. 
Turse and Halter N. Durost2 through the development of a 
completion test. In the Manual o:r Directions which accom-
panies Forms A and B of their instrument the general procedure 
is outlined as follows: 
The dictated matter o:r each o:r the two equiva-
lent forms, A and B, consists of five typical 
business let t ers, dictated in the usual way at 
varying speeds, depending upon t he degree of 
experience. The letters are also recorded in the -
traditiona l fashion, but here the similarity with 
previous tests of shorthand a chievement ends. Each 
pupil is given a te s t booklet containing a transcript 
of the five letters. However, each of the letters 
1Turse, Paul L. and Durost, ·;Jal ter N., Turse-Durost 
Achievement 'l'e st, Manual of Directions, Vforld nook Company, 
1941, 1942, Edition a. 
~ 2 Ibid, p. 1. 
2 
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as transcribed contains errors and omi s sions which 
the pupil is r equired to correct and fill i n from 
the shorthand notes. ~hese corr ections and additions 
are entered in t he margin of t he test booklet on 
the lines provided for this purpose, making it 
possible to s core the test by means of the strip key. 
The success of the Turse-Durost technique for measuring 
s horthand ach ievement is demonstra te d by the re port in the 
1\.i.anua l which lists t he results of their testing program. 1 
••• one must conclude from this e xperiment that 
the t wo methods of measuring shorthand achievement 
are getting at fundamentally i dentical s kills. 
Cons e quently, if one is willing to accept a verbatim 
transcript of shorthand notes as a vali d measure 
of ach ievement, one must by the same logic accept 
the correction form as an equally valid measure of 
s horthand ach ievement. 
Analysis of the Problem 
The fundarnenta l problem of the experiment wi t h a new form 
for correcting shorthand notes is the establisillaent of va lidity 
for t he instrument. Professor Phillip J-. Rulon2of Harvard 
Un iversity discusses the problem of proving a test's validity 
~======If 
by making a distinction between face validity and proved 
validity • 
• • • the whole question of validity boils down 
to t he que stion whether the test does what we 
are trying to do with it ••• One thing that can 
be looke d a t in the ca se of a ch ievement tests is 
the test content and form. '.L'ests re quire children 
to perform certain operations upon certain ma terials 
presented in t he test. We can ask about t he test: 
1 
Turse, Durost, o~ cit., p. 3. 
2Rulon, Phillip J-,., "Val idity of Educa tiona l 'l'e sts", Test 
Service Notebook N-umber 3, .American Go w.'1cil of Education, l94?, 
pp. 1-3. 
===~ ~~p-=~~--==-=~,~=-~~=-====================o==========~ 
is this the material we are t rying to tea ch our 
children to handle, and is t h i s the wa y we are 
t rying t o get t hem to hand le it? .Answering such 
~ues tions has been ca lled determining t he f a ce 
validity of the test. ----
An example of applying the princip le of fa ce .validity to 
a test of shorthand achievement is a s follows. ~hen t he 
te a cher dicta tes mate r ial to her pupils to trans cribe into 
good , concise , and a ccura te English, the e xtent to wh ich the 
test is valid depends upon the r eproduction by the pupil of 
what the te a cher has dictated. In other words , if the pupil 
/ can trans cribe a letter dictated into longhand, t he extent to 
which t he longhand transcription a ccurate l y re presents t he 
material dictated measures hi s shorthand a ch ievement. lf a 
pupil t akes a letter i n shorthand at the r a te of ei gh ty word s 
per minute, h i s a chievement may be measured by correcting his 
verbatim transcript of the letter dictate d . 
~he traditiona l method for measuring s horthand a ch ievement 
by verbat u 1 transcription proved unwieldy to correct. lf an 
easier, e ~ua l ly valid me t hod for measuring s horthand ach ieve-
ment could be devised, great i mprovement could be made in the 
s i mplificat ion of scoring shorthand for t he teacher. 
1 Professor Hulon discus sed another t ype of valid ity 
be yond face vali di t y . 
1 
Hulon, op. cit., p. 1. 
3 
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\ Actually, there can be no more conclusive 
1 proof (than face validity). un the other hand, 
there may be other good proofs. '.1:b.e point is 
that we should not aslc always for the same kind 
of proof of validity. The thing to ask for---r8"a 
proof t hat t he test does it s job , but not to ask 
ahmys for the ~ kind of evide n ce t ha t it does . 
Turse and Durost supplied another proof of validi ty in 
t he i r test of s horthand a chievement. The test they devised 
cons isted of a transcript of the five letters which the 
I • \ teacher dlctates to her clas s. These transcripts printed in 
\ the te st booklet contain errors and omissions which the pupil 
must correct from his shorthand notes. The success of the 
completion techni que for measuring shorthand achievement was 
demonstrated by the estima ted true correlation of 1,00 between 
t he t wo me thods, verba tim transcript and Turse -Durost correction 
form . The Spearman- Brown prophecy formula was used in the 
correction for a ttenuation data. 
•rhe purpose of t he current experimental study was to 
dete rmine whether further progress could be made ; that is, the 
study attea pts to measure shorthand ach ievement by a completely 
objective, multiple-choice technique which can be mach ine-scored 
The central problem of the study was to dete r mine the 
validity, if any, of the multiple-choice shorthand test. J.1he 
following s teps were taken in the analysis of the problem and 
in the formulation of the experime ntal test form : 
1. A close examination was made of the construction 
deta ils of the Turse-Duro s t instrument for 
meas uring shorthand a chievement. 
4 
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2. 1'-lUl tiple-choice i te.m.s were constructed in a 
ne vJ instrum.ent to measure shorthand achievement, 
wb.ich formerly had been measured by filling in 
blanks with words dictated on the ·I;urse-Durost 
form . 
Example of the 'rurse-Durost method: 
Directions: Write in the correct word 
dictated in the blanks below: 
A money-back guarantee tblank ) you. • • 
Example of the experimental form method: 
A money-ba ck guarantee (a . covers b. insures) (c. protects d. ba cks ) 
you. • • a b c 
ll II I i I 
3. An "erroru reco gnition blank was added on the 
new experimental form . If an uncorrected word 
or wrong form could be found in a line of the 
printe d transcript, the tre r rortt blank was to be 
f i l led in. 
4. 
Ex~1ple of the experimental form: 
(a. covers b. ins ures) A money-back gaurantee (c. protects d . backs ) 
you. • • a b c d E 
II n 11 
A trial test was a dmin istered to three graduate 
a s sistant s who were trained in measurement as 
well as in shorthand. They a cted as a jury to 
test the feasibility of alternative responses 
in the multiple-choi ce items. 
As the final s tep in the analysis of the problem an 
d 
II 
explanation of the t hree a reas tested in the over-all measure -
ment of s horthand a chievement should be given. First, the 
area dealing ~ ith l anguage item§ such as the ability to use 
t he correct English word s, the co r rect spellings, and t he 
correct punctuation , was teste d . ln the Turse - Durost test 
5 
= __ j__ 
language items 1ve re covered largely by i ncluding wrong spell-
i ngs , wrong or omitted punctuation, and incor rect word forms . 
In the new experimental fo r m the same techniQue of including 
i n corre ctly spelled words was u sed . ~he pupil was expecte d to 
reco gnize the language e r ror and fill in the space under nE 11 
i n t he blank provided. 
Secondly , there were the shorthand penmanship items in 
another area of the test . I n the •r urse-Durost ins trument 
words v1h i ch could be easily rai staken for other ·n ords of t he 
same or simila r shorthand writing Y~ere included. 'l'he pupil 
was to reco gnize from his shorthand outline whethe r or not 
the word use d i n the transcript was correct. ~he student then 
wrote in the correct word. In t he new experi mental form , the 
correct word was actually suggested as one of the four possible 
responses. The other a lterna tives we re feasible words t hat 
could be used i n t hat particular context , words which had 
similar shorthand outlines had the pupil not written with 
substantial l y good penmanship . 
The third area i n clude d in the achievement t est of the 
Turse-Duros t f orm was t he shorthand pr inci ules portion . 
The Tur s e - Durost ins trument tested these principles by 
including in the trans cript words wh ich involved a good 
knowledge of shorthand princip les to write . Bl anks ·were 
disperse d within t he boo klet wh ich we r e to be filled in by the 
pupil if he had successful l .y recorded t hat shorthand form . In 
11--
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r 
the new e xper i menta l form, however, the a rea was tested by 
:providing four equal ly tenable answe rs for that one blank 
space in t he trans cript. t·his p roce c1ure wa s f ollov1ed on the 
suppo s ition that our ne w phi lo s ophy of s horthand writing 
stresses the i mportance of r ecording a meaningful symbol for 
ea ch word of t he dictated mate r ial. If the student can 
transcribe his shorthand outline, he ha s be en successful in 
f ulfil l ing the ba sic re quirement of shorthand writing , tha t i~ 
to reproduce nhat he ha s heard . lf the pupil does not have 
an outline for that particular word , however, the new experi-
mental form will offer li t tle help in that~ of t he words 
with in the pa rentheses could be u sed interchangeably. ~he 
number of items i n each of the te st s i n the three subsidiary 
areas i s shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
I TEN[ COUNT I N 'l'ILBEE AitEAS 
F OR 'l'.tlE TURSE-DUROST .Al-(D E.l:PERil\I8NTAL FOl~M 0]!' THE 'rEST 
Test 
Turse -Duro st 
Form B 
Expe rime nta l Form 
Language 
Items 
34 
37 
Shorthand 
Penmanship 
39 
38 
3horthand 
Principles 
104 
97 
7 
~ ~'r~~-~ -~ 'the new expe rimental form of the test contain s five less 
I 
I 
i tem.s than c1id its e cp1i valent form in the ·1:urse-vurost test. 
'l'he r eason f or dropping these five items wa s tha t some 
misspellings i n clude d in t he 'l'urse-Durost instrument would 
have been too obvious ha d the multiple - choice technique been 
used to s uggest t hree alterna tive wrong s pellings plus t he 
correct one in the experimental form. ln some instances 
t here were no tenable a lterna tives for a particular contextual 
setting when shor t hand penmanshi p items v;ere included . 'that 
I is to say , in some instances one poorly written s horthand 
outline could be mistaken for onl y one other meaningful •.vord, 
not t wo or three other meaningful words . Wit h t he multi ple-
choice technique, to drop one of t hese tested points wa s 
necessary . On the whole, howeve r, t he same proportional 
te s ting was done in e a ch form for e a ch of the t hree areas. 
J-u s tification of the Problem 
The success of the experimental form of t he ~urse-Duro s t 
Shor t hand Ach ievement 'l'est means that a machine -scored short-
hand test is possible. The saving of time and the objectivity 
of scoring are t wo of the prime justi f ica tions for this 
research . 
Delimitation of t he Problem 
For t h is experiment only 60 or 80 words-per-minute 
ach ievers were used in the testing . Their performance was 
measured by t he a dministration of only five letters. l'he 
test ~ as given to pupils of ten local hi gh s chool business 
8 
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1, 
and around the Boston area . The re was one 
i 
I 
I
ll 
.I 
junior college include d, and a l l other cases came from either 
eleventh or t we lfth grade students . 
Function of t~ e Tes t 
Both the e xpe rimental and t he ori ginal form of the •rurse -
Duros t te s t may be used with any sys tem of shorthand writing . 
The t hre e d iagnostic areas mentioned, however, can be applied 
t o only the Gregg shorthand system . 
What effect will the change s in Gregg shorthand have upon 
t h is experiment? 
In t he areas of language items and shortLand principles 
a s t he y a re treated i n the new exper i mental form there will be 
no essential altera tion caused by the changes in Gre gg short-
hand . Punctuation , spelling , and t he ability to reco l~d the 
word dictated are slcill s mandatory for the trans cri ption of 
the new Gregg , too . The one are a wh i ch is affected is 
shorthand penmanship . One of the factors in shorthand pen-
mansh i p i s nr oportion . Proportion i s s till i mpor tant in the 
new Gre gg . A simp le example of such an item mi ght be t h e 
fo l lowing : 
Dictated: Look at your off ice . '--"'? ~ ~, 
Erroneous l y Transcribed : Are you at your office • .......-:>Py, 
There are , howeve r , approx i ma tely t wenty items which will 
be ad jus ted on the test to cover t he ch anges in t h e Gre gg 
I! shorthand system. 
9 
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Statement of Organization into Chapters 
Following the introductory chapte r t his experimental 
study will be reported according to t he following outline. 
Chapter II 
1. A revien of the ba sic shorthand skills con-
ceived by Paul Turse to be parar,w unt to the 
development of shorthand a chievement. 
2 . A discussion of the vali di t y problem as it 
perta ins t o the new expe rinJ.ental form for 
measuring shorthand achievement. 
Chapter III 
1.. An outline of the classroom procedure 
followed b y te a chers in t lle participating 
school s in whi ch the new experimental form 
was given its tryout. 
2 . An outline of the general procedures followe d 
in the development of the problem in this 
study. 
Chapter IV 
1. 'l'he detai led instructions and descriptive 
data on the experiment distribute d to 
t he participating s chools. 
2 . A descrip tion of the part i cipating schools 
wi th special refe rence to the si ze, status, 
and re qui rements of t he commercial department. 
Chapter V 
1. A re port of the findings on the expe r i ment. 
The fo l lowing s tatistical analysis re ported. 
a . A distribution of the verba tim trans cr ipts 
according to random half a ppor tioned to 
t he Turse-Durost form. 
b. A comparison with the distribution on t he 
corrected 'urse-Durost form . 
10 
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c. A distribution of the verbatim transcripts 
according to random half apportioned to t he 
experimental form. 
d. A co1.1parison with the distribution on the 
experimental form. 
e. Uorrelations betwe en verbat im transcript and 
experimental form, betwe en verba tim transcript 
and ·.turse-Durost form. 
Chapter VI 
1. A summary of the f indings and what the y indicate. 
2. Recommendations for further research and experi-
mentation. 
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UH.APTER II 
REVIE'!f OF RELATED LI'I'ERATURE 
Introduction 
The measurement of shorthand achievement through the 
medium of a multiple-choice item transcript had never been 
attempted prior to this study. A review of tests in this 
area yielded the following observations: 
1. Tests of first-year shorthand required the 
pupils to complete sentences or supply words 
in written shorthand. This procedure involved 
the evaluation by the teacher of a shorthand 
outline and paved the way for much subjective 
scoring . 
2. Tests for second-year or advanced shorthand 
pupils involved the dictation of letters or 
articles and the transcription of those 
letters word for word in longhand. This 
method caused considerable eye strain for the 
correcting personnel. 
3. There was much debate on what shoul d constitute 
an error for a given transcr ipt. The criteria 
for correction were not clearly defined. 
4. 'I' he constant "jumping back and forth" from the 
key to the printed copy to the verbatim 
transcript entailed the danger of inac curacy. 
The successful progression by 'l'ur se and Durost away from 
the t wo traditional methods mentione d above has already been 
reporte d in this study . Now a basic inquiry into those 
ski lls measured by the test should be conducted. 
I, 
~----o==-=----=j - --
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vriteria for Succe ssful Shorthand Writing 
According to PaulL. ~urse 1 t he prerequisites fo r 
succe ss in shorthand writing are as f ollows: 
'I'he abilities neces sary for shorthand l .earning 
fall into t wo categories: fi r st, those abilities 
wh ich enable t he pupil to write shorthand from 
di eta tion; and secondly, tho se ab ilities wh ich 
enable the :pupil to make e f f ective use of t he 
sho r t hand matter after he has recorded it--that 
is, wh ich enable him to re produce t h e spe aker's 
wor ds from t h e s horthand outl ines. 
The writer took these t wo re c~uirements into consideration 
when f r aming the conten t of the experimenta l :form of the 
Turse-Duros t te s t. 'l'o te s t the ab ility o:f t he pupil to take 
dicta t i on a t a specific r a te o:f spee d , t h e multiple-choice 
items we re so dispe r sed a s to di s ce r n whether or not the 
pupil recorde d a meaningful s ymbo l f or t ha t wor d in the 
di ct a tion. To test t he ability of t he pupi l in making e:ffec-
tive u se of t he shorthand ma tter after he has recorde d it, 
t he writer i n cluded language items to measure his knowle dge of 
trans cript ion principles. ·r he entire s tudy had these criteria 
in view, an d t he s uccess or failure of the evaluating 
instrument lay in its effectivene ss in testing the pupil's 
achievement in the two-fold area. 
Uri teria for Determining t he Va1idi t y of 'l'ests 
The central problem in this e xperimental study was to 
'l'urse, PaulL., Tur se .Shor thand Aptitude Test, :Manual 
of Directions , Vlor1d Boo k Company , 1940, p. l. 
14 
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determine the validity of the new expe rimental form of the 
i'urse-lJurost Shorthand Achievement ·l·es t in accordance with 
the true measure of shorthand achievement. Henry E . LTarrett l 
discussed valid ity as the writer needed to adapt it to her 
study by the explanation: 
The validity of a test, or of any measuring 
instrument, depends upon the fidelity wi~h which it 
measures ·whatever it purports to measure ••• 
The validity ' of a test is determined directly, 
whenever possible, by finding the correlation between 
t he test and some independent criterion. A 
criterion is an objective measure in terms of 
whic:h the value of a test is estimated or judged . 
"The criterion" in the writer's study is the ability to 
transcribe, word for word , the material dictated by t h e teache 
An inQui ry into Gar rett's method for comparing a test to an 
independent criterion through correlation with that indepen-
dent criterion set the form for conducting this experiment. 
A cor~elation between the verbatim transcripts passed in by 
the pupils and the expe rimental form booklet or the 'I'urse-
Duro s t form, one of which each pupil took as an additional 
test, was the pattern for determining the comparative validity 
of the test instruments. 
An ~ Analysis of the Errors J:..fade in Transcription 
On both the Turse-Durost Form B and the Experimental 
Form an attempt was made to include items which tested each 
1 
I 
Garrett, Henry E., Statistics in Psychology and Educatim 
Third Edition, Longman, Green and co:-; New York, 1948, pp. 
11 394-395. 
~= 
. _j:...,____ -----
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, area in which transcription errors most commonly occur. HUth 
Anderson's doctorate thesis1 contained a report of the most 
frequent shorthand errors found in transcripts. 
lt was found that the most frequent shorthand 
errors were wrong shorthand outlines, errors in 
writing wordsigns, incorrect reading of correctly 
written shoTthand notes, incorrect word endings, 
and the writing of shorthand outlines for words 
not dictated. 
When the new experimental form of the Turse-Durost 
ShoTt hand Achievement Test was conceived, the above-mentioned 
errors we re expected to be detected by the instrument in 
operation. The extent to which t he instrument disclosed 
pupils' shortcomings in the common error area was the extent 
to which the new instrument was purposeful and useful. 
1
_mderson, Ruth, nAn Analysis and Classification of the 
Research Studies t hat have been made in Shorthand and Trans-
cription;' Doctor's thesis, Indiana University, 1948. 
CHAP1'ER IIl 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Steps in the Experiment 
The procedures followed in the construction of the new 
experimental form of the Turse-Durost Test were outlined in 
the Introduction to this study. The steps involved in 
devising the test, conducting the classroom experiment, and 
analyzing the results are given below. 
Devising the Tes t 
Step I. An .analysis of t he •rurse - Durost .J.t orm B test 
was made and a comple tely comparable test using the multiple-
choice techni que was constructed , 
The same five letters found in J:l'orm B of the test were 
use d as a basis for constructing the Experimental 'orm. fl'his 
proce dure was followed in deference to the pattern of the 
experiment to be use d . 
Step II . The new experimental f orm was administered 
to three graduate assistants at tloston university, 3chool 
of Education. 
The purpose of this step was to determine the quality 
of the multiple-choice items included in the new experimental 
form, and to discover the assistants' over-all reaction to 
the test . 
17 
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3tep ll~. The test wa s revi sed a fter its a oo1ini s tra tion 
to t he gr adua te ass i s tant s and wa s presented to Dr . Durost 
as a final co py . 
Step IV. The experi mental form of t he te s t wa s sent to 
Pa ul Tur s e at Peekskill Hi gh School, New York , t o obtain 
h i s op inion of the te s t. 
3tep V. A final revised form was t yped and re produced 
b y photo offset , ready to be admini ste red in t he clas srooms 
of t he pa rticipating s chools . 
Conducting the Cla s sroom Experiment 
Step I. During the month of Februa r y the writer attended 
a Comme r cial Directors Cl ub meeting in Bo s t on . .A short s ketch 
of t he objective s of t he experimental form of the Turse-Duro s t 
II s horthand Achievement Test was given , a nd interes ted Directors 
vo l untee red to admini s ter the e xpe riment in the ir schools . 
In t h e next chapter, a detailed descri ption of t he 
partici pa ting s choo l s will be given . 
3te p II. An instruction shee t was dupli ca ted, and t he 
follm1i ng materials we re sent to e o. ch pa rtici pating school . 
1. The req_uired numbe r or Turse - Duro s t For m B boo kl e t s . 
2 . The reQuired number of Experimental Form boo klet s . 
3 . An Inst ruction 3heet for the e z periment . 
4 . A lvi.anua l of Directions for a dmini s tering t he Turse -
Durost test. 
Details of the experiment wi l l a l so be presented in 
Chapter IV. 
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Step III. In all cases, with the exception of Winthrop 
High School, the classroom teachers administered the tests. 
The writer performed the first tryout at 7linthrop High ,School 
to discover shortcomings or forgotten details, or timing 
difficulties in the test, if any. 
Step IV. The completed tests we re returned to the writer 
to be scored. The materials submitted by the participating 
schools were: 
1. The verbatim transcripts for all the students. 
2. 'The completed 'l'urse-Durost Form B booklets for 
that half of the class which took that test. 
3. 'rhe completed Experimental li'orms for the other 
members of the class who took that form. 
4. A completed questionnaire which the teacher 
made out concerning the characteristics of 
the business education department in which 
the tests were administered. 
Step V. The entire material returned was corrected by 
the writer, and provisions were then made for analyzing the 
results. 
Analyzing the Results 
After the collection of the data, the following steps 
we re taken in the correction of and in the analyzing o f the 
returned materials. 
Step I. Each verbatim transcript was scored for 
each pupil. The Turse-Durost correction form was scored by 
means of a strip key. The experimental form was scored by 
means of a perforated ans~er key. 
18 
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3tep II. A distribution of s cores was mad e for the 
Turse-Duro st form and these score s we re correla ted wi th the 
verba tim s cores. 
Step III. A distribution of scores was made for t he 
experimental form and these scores v•1e re correlated with the 
verbati m scores . 
3 tep IV. The medians and coeff i cients of correlation 
were computed for each di s tribution and set of scores . 
3te :p V . The data we re formul ated in descriptive t ables 
and· t he sur::unary a nd conclusions we r G made on t he basis of 
t he e vi dence gathere d . 
An Added Feature of the Experimenta l Form ~ Devised 
The writer devised a new f ea ture in the experimenta l 
form which is or i ginal with t he new te s t . The proce dure 
was designed for t he scoring of Gregg shorthand writing and 
transcribing in three separate diagnost i c areas . The 
importance of analyzing each aptitude required for effective 
shorthand writing and transcribing has a lready be en noted . 
It i s valuab le to lr..now wh ich particular skill an individual 
pu:pil l a c ks i n the study of s horthand . For examp l e , if a stu-
dent scores low on Denmanship items on the Turse-Durost Form B 
or t he Exper imental Form of t he te s t, it i s known that he does 
II 1 not measure up to t hat re Quirement set forth by Turse, the 
I 
II 
requirement to "make e ffe ctive use of the shorthand matter . " 
1
1 ___ 1 _____ _ 
II Turse , ££• cit., p. 1. 
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ln order to obtain sub-scores for the three diagnostic 
' 
1
'1 areas, language items, shorthand penmanship , and shorthand 
principles, the ~ur se-Durost correction method re Quired the 
I 
use of three colore d pencils and t hree separa te corrections for i I 
one test to measure ~re gg shorthand ability. ~he need to 
simplify the scoring of the ·1'urse-Durost instrument and to 
preserve the feature of diagnosing shorthand achievement into 
three areas gave impetus to the construction of the new 
experimental form. The writer employed the following pro cedure 
to simplify the scoring , yet preserve the diagnostic power of 
the test. 
1. Whenever an item in the experimental form 
of the test measured shorthand penmanship , 
the correct answer . is placed in the first 
answer space. 
2. 'i.'henever an i te rn. in the test measured short-
hand principles, the cor rect answe r was given 
in either the second or third answer spaces. 
(Labeled eit.he r b, c, or f, g.) 
3. Hhenever an item in the test measured language 
skills, the correct ansv•1er •n as given in the 
fourth answer space or under "E". (Labeled 
e i the r d or h • ) -
The fixed answer key can be used with the experimental 
form of t he test for only the Gre gg s ystem. The advantage 
of t he fixed l<:ey is that at a glance a te a cher can discover 
the weaknesses of t he student ·taking the test. Several unfil:Ed! 
answer spaces in column 1 means that the pupil is low on 
shorthand penmanship, columns li and III means t hat the pupil 
,. is low in the shorthand princi ples area, and in columns IV and 
20 
"En that he is low in l an guage usage. This procedure 
eliminates the nece s sity for using three different colored 
, pencils in diagnosing the pupils' wealmesses as t he original 
'l'urse-Durost form re quires. 
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c.ttAP'rER l V 
DE'l'AI LS OF 'i'l:JE EXPERIMENT 
Nature of the Participating 
Schools 
1, 
/1 The 211 cases used in trying out the experimental form 
)I and J!'orm B of the 'l'urse -Durost test were obtained from ten 
il 
I' 
schools in and around the Boston area. The schools, their 
total enrollment, the enrollment in the business department, 
and the basis for selecting students in the business area 
are given in Table !I. 
There we re nine hi gh schools and one Junior Gollege 
included in the experiment. 
'l'ABIE II 
SCHOOLS P AR'TICIPATING I N •r:HE EXPERTh'illNT 
School Total Enrollment 
Beverly High School 
Dedham High School 
1000 
750 
500 
55? 
LaSalle J·r. College 
Nati ck rli gh School 
Peabody School, 
Norwood 100 
~nrollment in Basis of 
Business Education Selection 
250 
300 
225 
142 
14 
Approval of 
Dept. Head 
English , 
Aptitude Test~ 
None 
English, .Ap-
titude ·tests 
None 
~~o~~~==-============~-=======c~~==========-o.i!==== 
TAbLE 11 (concluded) 
dC.tiOOLS PAl-niG I PATING Il'.f 'l'HE EXPERD.'.LEN'l1 
School 
Reading Hi gh .School 
Saugus h i gh School 
Stoneham Hi gh School 
Total Enrollment in Basis of 
Enrollment Bus iness Education Selection 
600 
, ; inchester High School 
: Winthr op Hi gh School 
800 
3?8 
?34 
562 
265 
200 
90 
300 
64 
·.tur se-Duro st 
Prognosis 
Marks, IQ. 
Guidance 
None 
English, Ap 
titude, 
Attendance 
i 
I 
---------------------------------------------------~ 
Ea ch of t he teachers who participated in the tryout 
followed the instructions to be used in t heir classrooms to 
the letter. The instructions they were given to guide the 
pro gr am in ea ch individual class a re given below. 
GLE..SSRUO.M PROCEDu.HE.S I!~OH T.l:-.iE E..U>ERli.u.ENT 
1. Dicta te t he f ive l etters i n t he fuanua l of t he 
·.L'urse-Dur ost Shorthand Achievement 'rest for 
Form B. (These letters may be dicta te d a t 
eithe r 60 or 80 words per mi nute, dependi ng 
upon t he a chi evement of your clas s.) The 
pupils will r ecord your d icta tion in shorthand. 
2. Pa ss out to a r andom half (procedure for 
determining random hai'f"ex:plained subse q_ uently) 
of t he class t he new exper i mental f orm of t he 
test. Pass out to t he other random half of 
3. 
the class t he Turse-Dur os t co r redtion booklets 
and a sk them to listen for directions. Those 
pupils with the Tur se-Durost booklets will 
comulete the test in ac cordance ;,:;: ith the rules 
set~ forth in the Tur se-Duros t ~:i:anual of bir e ctions. 
The other random half of t he cla ss t aking the 
new expe r i mental form ·vill be given t he instructions 
printed on the booklet plus the points emphasize d belm 
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a. Follow your shorthand notes, comparing them 
word for word ~ith the transcr ibed letters 
in your booklet,s. -"Then there is a paren-
t heses containing four possible words to 
fit in tha t context, sele ct the word which, 
according to your s horthand notes, was the 
one dictated. Fill in t h e properly numbered 
answer space that corresponds wit h the l e tter 
of t he e::.act word within the parentheses . 
(Do t h e example on the first page of the 
booklet .) 
Dictate: "Your letter a rrived yesterday and we 
are sorry you can't attend t he meeting ." 
b. Check at the end of each line to see if there 
is an uncorrected error, either in spelling , 
word usage, Engli.3h form, wrong dictated 
word , etc. If there i s , fill in the spa ce 
under 11Ett in t he appropriately numbered 
answer space . 
4. After both halves of the class have had a chance 
to compl e te the booklet s , collect the t wo forms, 
one from each member of the class. Stress to 
the student the importance of writing his name 
on the front page of the booklet. NOYl \ iE ' RE 
READY FOR r :t-:E SECOND HALF OF THE EXPERD.:El-JT. 
5. Ask e a ch pu:p il to place his name on each page 
of wha t he is about to do. He is to transcribe 
word for word , in the traditional longhand 
fashion, the five l e tters you dictated at t h e 
be ginning of the period. (The letters they have 
just corrected in one or other of the printed 
forms.) Asl<: them to write le gibly and in good 
English. 
6. Collect the verba tim trans cripts from e a ch membe:I;." 
of the cl ass. 
In addition to t hese instructions , the teachers were 
asked to stre s s the following points: 
1. Each pupil pas ses in the followin g materials: 
one set of shorthand notes, one verba tim long-
hand tran :3cript of the five letters, and either 
=--1=----=--=---
r- the Turse-Duro s t corre ction f orm or the 
experimental form of the test booklets. 
, 2. Care should be t a ken to see that each pupil 
writes his nmne on each piece of work he 
passes in. 
3 . In determining which random half of your clas s 
s hould t a ke which f orm of t he test, you will 
number e a ch child from your alphabetic class 
list. You then give the even-numbered pupils 
t he Turse - Durost f011li and the odd-nlliubered 
pupils t he experimental form . 
4 . All co r recting and analyzing of the da ta will be 
done by the writer. 
~ach clas sroom teacher followed the details of the 
experiment . The care with which they followed directions 
was demonstrated by the alphabeti c arrangement of t he 
clas s ; every first , third, fifth , etc. pupil was given t he 
i 'urse -Durost :E'orm B, while every second , fourth, sixth , etc. 
was given the experimental fo rm . on this one point of 
assigning random- half sampling of their classes, the writer 
had a perfect check,through the alphabetic listing, of the 
care t a ken by the classroom teachers. 
IL-=======~--========= I 
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Sm@:J.il...RY OF :B'INDI NGS .AND CONCLUSIONS 
After the data from the 211 cases were returned, the 
following steps were taken. 
1. All verba tim trans cripts we re corrected, and 
one point was re corded for each error in 
trans cribing the shorthand notes. The total 
number of errors comprised the "score " f or 
a particular paper . 
2. All Turse-Duro s t Form B boo klets were scored, 
each error or omrni s sion counting one. 'rhe 
total errors comprised the "s core '' for the 
paper. 
3 . .All Experimental Forms of the '.L'urse -Durost 
Shorthand .Ach ieveme nt 'l'est were scored in a 
like manner . 
An error count was made for each piece of work turned 
in, and the lmver the nscore" a s signed to tha t paper , the 
fewer the mistakes, and consequently the higher the level 
of shorthand achievement demonstrate d . 
rrhe Range of Errors .££ the Three Tests 
'l'he total number of errors on the three tests, the ver-
batim transcrip t, t h e 'l'urse-Durost ~·orm B boolclet, and the new 
Experimental J:i'orm folder, varied considerably. 'the highest 
error cotmt was ~ound in the verb a tim transcription, for this 
test demanded t ha t every single word of t he dictated material 
must be reproduced exactly. The ne xt highest range of errors 
il 
·1 was found on the 'l'ur se-Durost Form B test. 
\I 
r 
The total po s sible 
number of errors that could be accumulate d on this test was 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1??, whereas the total number of errors possible on the 
Experimental .f·orm vms 1 ?2. '1·he range of errors for the three 
tests is given in ~able I I I. 
TABLE III 
RANGE OF ERRORS FOR 'l'HRTj}:S 'I'ESTS 
Lowest number 
Test of errors 
Verbatim 6 
Tur se -Durost ? 
Experimental Form 1 
Highest number 
of errors 
209 
125 
84 
Comparative v·a1idity and .neliability 
Range 
203 
118 
83 
'l'he paramount purpose of the entire experiment was to 
discover the co:m:~)arative validity and re1iabi1i ty of the new 
experimental form of shorthand achievement test with t he Turse- 1 
Durost test, and also to judge both tests against t he face -
valid criterion of verb a tim transcri ption. .As a result of this 
expe riment it has been discovered that f or the population 
tested t h e multi ple-choi ce experimental form is as valid and 
as reli able as the ~urse -Durost test for _measuring shorthand 
achievement . The i iilportant data are presented in •rable IV . 
2? 
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'l'ABLE IV 
v-ALIDI'l':f .AND .HELIABILI'I'Y D.t.!l'A ON BO'l'H TESTS 
il Test 
Split- half 
reliability 
coefficients 
Split - half 
reli ab ility 
coefficients 
-corrected$ 
Corre l ations Corre-
with verba tim lation.: 
transcripts- corrected 
- uncorrected- for I 
1 
Form B . 91 .95 
1 
Experimental . 89 . 94 
. 95 . 97 
. 72 
. 71 
attenuatiort 
I 
.75 
. 74 
I Verbatim 
11 *By Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula 
Interpretation of the Data 
The split - half reliability coe ff icients shown in Table IV 
were obtained for the Turse - Durost and the Experimental tests 
li by con trast ing the number of errors in the odd- numbered lines 
with tho se in the even-numbered l ines . 3ince the conditions 
I under which 
I halves, the 
the tests were given were constant for the two 
measure of reliability largely reflects the 
' reliability of the instrument independent of the individual. 
I 
,The pe r f ormance of the pupils did not vary significantly from 
one item or letter to t he ne~t; conse Quently, the reliability 
\1 coefficients are high. 
I, The reliability coeffici ent for the verba tim transcripts 
I jwas obtained by counting the e rrors in the first two and one -
li half l etters t rans cribed and contrasting them with the errors 
=
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made in t he last t wo and one -half letters. Again, t h e pattern 
of the experiment was of such a na ture that most of the pupils 
made cons istent scores t h roughout t he entire trans cript. 
The corrected value s, using the Spearman-.):3 rown Formula, 
II reflect t he h i gh reliability of the te s ts in the situations 
I 
I 
II 
1: 
in wh ich the y were use d . 
I 
When corrected for attenuation, t he correlation s of the 
Tur se-Duro s t J!'orm B and the Experimental }!'orm with t h e cri-
I 
I 
I 
terion of the verba tim transcripts, a re .?5 and .?4 respective ,I 
J, 
II 
! 
These re ported corrected co r relations a re so similar t hey may 
be treated a s essentially t he s ame and support the content i on 
t hat the ori gi nal Form B and the Experimental ll'orm are 
e qually capable of mea suring shorthand achievement. 
There is a discrepancy between the r eported va lidity 
and r eliability data of the first ~urse-Durost experiment 
and the one performed in this study . In t he Manual for t he 
Form B test a corrected correla tion of fl.OO was reported 
for t he correlation of the ·r urse-Durost test with the ver-
batim transcri p ts. ·i·hi s diff erence is due largely to the 
pattern of experimenta tion used. ln the ori gina l tryout 
ten letters n ere used, one being di eta ted ea ch da y for ten 
days. A h i gher rela tions hi p between daily perf ormance on 
t he ·r urse-Durost test and gene ral s horthand a chi evement could 
be demonstra te d by the ten-letter test on di fferent days. 
The uncorrected correlations in both experiments, ho'u ev,:; r, 
we re l a r gely t he srune. 
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TABlE V 
COL:,:PARI SON OF SCOP.E S -- TURSE -DURO:ST FORM B 
AND VERBATTivi TRAN3 CRI P T S 
LINES DRAVIN AT ].:3.1\..NS 
Verbatim S cores 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 ?0 80 90 100 110 120 130 200 F 
9 19 29 39 49 59 69 ?9 89 99 109 119 129 139 over 
F 119-125 1 1 2 
0 112-118 
R 105-111 
1 
M 98-104 1 
3 2 1 91-9? 6 
B ~--~~~-4--+--+--~-+--~4--+--+---+--+-~---4-~~ 
84-90 1 2 1 4 
I-----HI---+---~--1---+---I-I--i---f---l--l---f---l---f---t----t---tt--i 
s ??-83 1 1 2 2 3 9 
1--- -1+--1--+- - ;- -;---1- -t- --t- -t---t---H-- .f 
c ?0-?6 1 1 1 l l 1 6 
0 63-69 1 2 1 1 1 6 
7 
~--~---·;F.-=F=~=*==F=~==-*==F~==~~===F===9==9===~==~~ 
3 1 1 1 1 R 56-62 
E 49-55 3 2 3 1 9 
s 42-48 2 2 2 1 ? 
35-4_l---~-+~3_T_-6_-~2~-3~--+-1-r·-+-r-·-+,---+----~----~~~~-15~ 
28-34 1 1 2 l 5 1 1 1 11 
1---- --H---
21-2? 2 3 5 2 l 
r--
13 
14-20 2 5 f 7 1------~-+-4-4--~~~~--t--r-~~r-- -~---r-1~ 
?-13 2 1 l 4 
7 14 22 1t ~5~--4~-8~2~-4~-4~-3~--6-L--0~_3_._1~-F-JII 
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TABLE VI 
COMPARI SONS OF 3 CO RBJS -- EXPERIMENTAL F ORM 
AND VERBATDvi TR:UL3CRI PTS 
LIJ:J""E 3 DRAVJN AT MEAI:JS 
v e r b a t i m S c o r e s 
i 0 7 14 21 28 35 k1, 2 49 56 63 70 77 84 91 98 ~05 F ~ 
I 6 13 20 27 34 41 k1,8 55 62 69 76 83 90 97 104 ~11 
IX: 
I 80-84 1 1 ~ -r-·-· 75-79 0 70-74 0 lr -
I 
I. 65-69 1 1 ~ - ·--60-64 1 1 ,, I --
le 55-59 1 1 1 3 
50-54 1 1 
n I ·-- -
45-49 I 1 1 I 1 2 1 6 
' t 
' 
--·---· 
-·"' ----
Ia -
40-44 1 2 1 1 1 6 
!-
35-39 1 1 1 2 2 7 
1 
30-34 1 4 ~ 1 1 1 1 11 
.tr' 25-29 1 6 5 2 2 ; is 
- . 
0 20-24 1 5 2 8 1 17 
-
... ~-·-
-
1---1-·--1-----·1---- --l-
r 15-19 1 6 6 5 2 ]j 21 
··-
m 10-14 2 2 2 J 7 
-
5-9 1 2 3 
I 4 1; 14 18 16 10 4 6 6 1 2 2 4 1 2 1 F 
I 
II 
II 
11 
i 
-====---~~;-
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A Comparison of Scores for Both .v·onlJ.S Wi th the Gri terion 
In 'l'able 'l there is a s catte r plot made of the scores 
gaine d in the '1:urse - Durost JI'orm. B and the scores made in t h e 
verb a tim transcript for each pu p il. !!'or example, there were 
t wo students who scored somewhere bet·ween 7 and 13 on the 
'
1 Turse-Durost test and scored between 0 and 9· on the verbatim 
transcript. l!'or these t wo individual scorers the test .l:!·orm 
.i3 vvas a good measure of shorthand achievement as proved by 
; the traditional correction of their transcri p ts upon which 
they made a comparable score. _t;·or the cases falling t o the 
upper left and to the l .ower right of the diagram, however , 
the Turse-Durost test did not indicate the levs l of achieve-
ment indicated by the criterion. 'l'here are six cases in the 
upp er left quadrant and four cases in the lower right quadrant 
for wh ich the Form B was not a good test. 
Similarly in Table VI there are p lotted the scores made 
on the Experimental Form and s cores made on the verbatim 
trans cripts. 'l'he cases falling in the U:!)per left quadrant 
are seven in number. This means that t here were seven pupils 
who could trans cribe their notes with some success, yet who 
could not com) lete with comparable skill, the e xperimental 
form. In the lower right quadrant are found 9 cases. 
'l'his means t hat there were nine pupils who could not transcribe 
P their notes yet cou ld score rather high on the experimental 
form . 
,------
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lnterpretation of the Comparisons of lvieans 
l.n the 'l'urse-Durost test the mean was 51 . J:l'orty- three 
of the 108 cases \v.ere found above the mean . .t!'o r t hat sam.e 
popul ation on the verbatim transcription test , 38 pupils 
scored above the mean , v-1hich was 48 . ·..Cherefore , 5 pupils 
scored above the mean in the •..curse - Durost test t ha t did not , 
according to the criterion of word for word transcrip tion , 
belong above the mean. 
l:!·or t he Experimental l''orm , for whi ch the mean wa s 28 , 
1 4 1 pupils scored above the mean . .J:ror the same pupils on t h e 
verbatim transcription test , only 36 scored above t he mean 
of 35 . On t he Experimental .H'orm of the test an identical 
number o f pupi l s (5) scored above t he mean when , a ccording 
1 to t he cr iter ion , t hey should have s cored somewhere below 
the mean . For these five cases the shorthand tests were not 
a valid measure of a chievement . A summary of the data can be 
graphical l y sketched in Table VII . 
rl'ABLE VII 
I'MiLBERS O:B' PUP l L3 ..:lli O\TE _'ll,fD BELOW THE I•.lEiiL 3 
N-o . No . r v-erbatim Griterion 
Test Mean Above Be l ow ~ Mean No . i·fo • .At ypical 
Above Be low Gases 
Turse - Durost 
l''orm. l3 51 43 65 ~ :: 38 ?0 5 Experi -menta l l!'orm 28 41 62 36 6? 5 
=- - -=- ='--=--=- ~ c -- ---- ----=-==o-~~= --,---..,===~==--=-~,--_ --
·uses of the 3horthand Achievement 'l,ests 
'rhe q_ue stion must be raised, "Is a • 75 correla tion high 
enough on a test to be used in lieu of verba tim transcri ption? rr 
The answer is that whether or not either test is "good" depends 
upo n the uuroose :fbr which it is used . :E'or a quick measure of 
, s bo rthand ach i eve me nt a . 75 correlation is satisfa ctory under 
specific circumstan ces . The advantages of the new experimental 
form are li ste d below, and they formulate some o f the reasons 
'I 
1 why t he "new" Turse-Durost Shorthand Achievement Test should 
I \ be used to repla ce verbatim transcribing . 
1. The new form can be efficiently and a ccura tely 
scored e ither by machine or by a stenciled key . 
2 . The "fixed key" feature allows the teacher to 
diagnose any shortcoming of the pupil into t hree 
areas: shorthand penmanship , shorthand pr inciple s , 
and English inade quacies . At a g lance , she may 
discern we ak spot s in shorthand a chievement , 
divorced from typing skill . 
3 . By the use of each individual answer sheet, the 
teacher may make a profile sheet of the over-all 
class achievement and pa ttern her instruction to 
drill on the failings of her pupils. 
4 . The experimental form , as we 11 as the older Turse -
Durost forn1, tests other fe a tures not tested in 
most traditional transcription . Pupils must 
proofread materials for errors in and discrepancies 
with their shorthand notes. There is instructional 
value too, for example, in discerning tha t the 
word di eta ted was "lead n , but that ttread n is a 
possible alternative had the pupil not ~ritten wi th 
good penmanship. 
5 . The material for checking atypical scores exist. 
The teacher merely asks the pupil to transcribe 
the notes already in existence if he scores 
unexpectedl y high or low in the experimental f orm. 
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In the case of all standardized tests, atypical 
cases may occur. When a pupil's perf ormance 
varies from what i.:? expected of him in the case 
of the Experimental J:l'orm of the Turse-Durost 
Shorthand Achievement ;.L'est, however, the 
teacher ha s a me thod for discerning Vfhether the 
test is a t fault or whether her judgment of the 
individual s hould be adjusted. 
Conclusions 
From the statistica l analysis of the da ta received in 
this experimental study, the following conclusions are sup-
ported. 
1. The new experimental, multi ple-choice item test 
for mea suring shorthand a chievement is as 
effective in the evaluation of pupil performance 
as the Turse-Durost Form B. 
2. In atypical cases where the e xpected scores vary 
radically from the obtained scores, a verbatim 
tran scrip t should be demanded from the pupil. 
In all other cases the notes need not be trans-
cribed word for word. 
3. The t hree areas tested in the nfixed keyn for the 
Experimental :F'orm has diagnostic value for the 
teacher and for the puyil. 
4. A machine-scored or sten cil-scored test of 
shorthand achievement i s as effective as the 
r urse-Durost com:ple tion form, and for most 
pupils tested, may be as eff ective a s verbatim 
transcription. Easy correction is the prime 
advantage of the new form. Both the strip-
lcey for scoring the 'l'urs e-Durost test and the 
word for word checking of the traditional 
verbatim test may be eliminated by using the 
new experimental form in favor of mach ine scoring • 
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CHAP'l'ER VT 
RECOML(ENDATI ON S 
The following suggestions are made for the i mprovement 
of the Experimental .i!'orm. The me chanica! format could be 
improved and simplified. 
1. The lines of the printed form of the letters 
in the test should be numbered and every test 
item appearing on t hat l1ne should be lettered 
a, b , or c. The alternatives within the items 
a, b , or c should be numbered 1, 2, 3 , and 4 . 
2. At the end of each l ine there should be placed 
the "E" for nerror" space. In this way , no 
confusion ~'J ill exist about the ~'error" space 
which should be filled in when an incorrect form 
a ppears in a line. 
3. The folder of experimental letters should be 
replaced by a three-page printed booklet in 
l arger type . 
4 . The longer the test is, the more va lid and 
reliable are the result s ob t ained. The five 
letters as they a ppear now in the experi mental 
folder , for example, re ~uire only 45 minutes to 
be dictated and trans cribed at the 60-word-per-
minute level. If a 90 -minute period is used, a 
longer test involving the dictation and completion 
of more experimental form letters, perhaps seven 
or ten, would be most satisfa ctory. 
The increasing of the length of the test will 
make the results more reliable and t here would 
be greater provision for individual speeds and 
dif f erences. 
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TURSE-DUROST 
SHORTHAND ACHIEVEMENT TEST (Gregg) 
By PAUL L. TunsE, A.M. 
Chairman, Commercial Department 
High School, Peekskill, New York 
and WALTER N DuROST, Pu.D. 
Director, Division of Research and Test Service 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York 
Name. Date 19. 
Birthday 
Mont.h Day Year 
Age Classification 
Examiner How many semesters have you studied shorthand ? 
RATING 
SKILLS ScoRE OR 
%-ILE 
Language skills 
Shorthand penmanship 
Shorthand principles 
Total score 
Experimental Form 
by Bernadette Martocchio 
TRIAL LETTER 
Dear Sir: 
1. (a. today b. just now ) Your letter arived (c. yesterday d. a day ago) and we are sorry 
2. 
you cant f· attend f. coime to ) the meeting. ~· make h. 1 sten to) 
la. b 
.. .. 
2e f I 
c 
J 
.~ 
FORM 
B 
d E 
.. I 
h E 
I 
DIRECTIONS: Complete this transcript by referrine to your shorthand notes, selecting 
the one right answer in the parentheses, and filling in that blank to the right of the 
page-numbered the same as the item. Fill in that space that is lettered the same 
as the correct answer in the item. Check at the end of each line of the printed 
transcript to see if there is an uncorrected error; if there is a misspelling, 
incorrect word, etc., fill in the space under "E" (for Error) in the right-hand 
answer strip on the page. 
Do not turn this page. Wait for further instructions. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicaf!O, ffiinoil 
Copyright 1941 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. AU righU reHrWd 
Copyright 1938 by Paul L. Tune 
PRtNTJ:D tN u.s.A. TDBAT: E X p 
go- This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in tiiiJI•U.. 
IIJCIIf, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright rm.. 
Turse-Durost Sh. Ach , Exp. Form 
Letter 1. 
Gentlemen: 
Two thousand l (a. coat-.re b. •n ) 
• (c. cuato.ere d. b1J78re ) cant be wrong. That is how we feel 
2. ~:: ~ ~: ~~ time one of them rights of the remarkable 
3 (a. aerrlce b. protection ) 
• (c. aoothDeee d. co.tort ) 
and 4 • (.e. aare t. where ) (g. ware h.wear ) he is recieving from 
the Rover tire. Spring will soon be here; vacation plans 5. (a. will b. are ) (c. can d. ehoulcl ) 
then 6 (e. begin t. begun). Your car may need 7. (a. better b. on ) tires t.o 
• (g. etarted h. eone) (c. no d. DeWar) 
e. (e. 1Djure t. ineure >your 9 • (a. eatet;r b. co.tort) and 10 • (e. ple&81U'8 r. co.tort ) (g. de117 h. pl"'OIIte) (c. pleuure d. riek ) (g. eatet;r h. aeeurance) 
on that 11. (a. long b. lone ) trip. Why not let Rover tires take you (c. loDeq d. lollpr ) 
12 (e. there? t. and ) 13 (a. And re..-ber, b. re.a1D. ) A/a money-back 
• (g. there, 8Dd h. through!) ·(c. Remellber, DOW, d. a...ber, ) 
gaurantee 14 (e. oonra t. ionrea) (g. protecte h. backe ) you if Rover tires do not give you the 
15 (a. pleaeure b. aatietacUoo) 
• (c. co.tort d. aatet;r ) 
17 (a. will b. can ) be made on 
• (c. nat do ehould ) 
you will find enclosed is for 
we promise. A 16. (e. tradein t. tradiDg ) a llowance (g. traidiD b. trade-in ) 
our 18 (e. old t. own) 
Y • (g. earned ) tires. The order blank 
19 (a. our 01n1 b. our ) 
• (c. :your d. your own) conveir.ce. We 
20. (e. ~autioo t. indicate) that you 21. (a. juet indicate b. chooee and tue) tne (g. auggeet h. a1lolr ) (c. juet take d. cbooM ) 
style and 22. (e. colore t. tora ) you like and then male 23. (a. it it b. it u) you (g. eise h. aisee) (e. it d. ae ) 
wish. Your order will be 24. (e. ilaediatel;r tiled t. a.diateq tilled ) (g. tilled aaediatel;r h. tiled :t.Dediateq ) 
Motor 25. (a. turther aDd eater b. farther and eatel;r) 
(c. further and eateq d. farther and eater ). on Rovers--tires supreme. 
26. (e. Youre eiDcereq, t. Youn nry t~, ) 
(g. Very truq youre, h. S1Dcereq ;roure, ) 
a b c d E 
1 
.. .. .. .. .. 
e h E 
2 
.. 
a 3 .. .~ 
e r E 
4 
.. 
a b c d E 
5 .... 
e 
6 
.. 
a 
7 
.. 
e 8 .. 
.. 
a 
9 .. 
r 
b 
r 
l! 
b 
e r 
10 
.. .. 
a 
11 :! 
e 
12 
.. 
a 
13 
e 
15 
b 
r 
b 
c 
TI 
0 
c 
e r g 
16 
.. " " 
a b c 
17 .. .. .. 
e 
18 r 
.. 
a b c 
19 .. .. .. 
e 
20 
.. 
h 
::...._,/" 
d E 
h 
d 
h E 
d E 
h 
d E 
E 
h E 
d 
E 
d E 
h 
a b c d E 
21 
" .. .. 
e t h 
22 
.. 
a b c d E 
23 .... 
e t h E 
24 .. 
a b d E 
25 :: 
e r h 
26 
Turse-Durost Sh. Ach., Exp. Form 
Letter 2. 
Dear Sir: 
At 1. (a. the firet b. the laat ) (c. a recent d. the recent ) meeting of our 2 (e. club f. corporation) (g. ca.p-.r h. board ) 
it was 3 (a. held b. decided ) (c. voted d. suggested ) 
'--"' i 5 (a. shall b. would ) com ng year • (c. should d. 11118t ) 
that the 4 • (e. allowance f. budget ) (g. fee h. cluee ) for the 
be 6 (e. aupented f. cut ) 
• (g. increased h. d.ecreaeed ) by 
7 (a. 1200. b. $20. )) • (c. $2000. d. 12. You will be interested in this a. (e. action f. 811QNtiOD) (g. CS.ciaion h. aotion ) 
(a us b. you) because, otherwise, it would have been necessary for 9. (c: th• d ... ) to 
10 (e. cODtirll f. ahip ) 
• (g. cancel h. return ) our 11. 
(a. cancelled b. tentatin) 
(c. prenoua d. conti~) order placed with 
d b 12 (e. apeediq t. t1Dalq ) you for books and supplies. Now the or er may e • (g. otticialq h. ~ateq) 
_ ., (a. f1Dall.7 b. ofticialq ) 
releasee., shipment to be made 1 .... (c. prc~~ptq d. pel'll&Delltq) 
<e. ' Paracraph t. • > cen trc.l Railroad 14. (g. period h. period Paragraph) 
(a. occaeion b. opportunit7) 
15. (c. tiM d. ac.ent ) to 16. 
(e. tell t. retell ) 
(g. re.1Dd h. 1Dtozw ) 
via the New York 
we/We are taking this 
you that we made a/m 
(a. i.Jiqu1.1T b. ca.plaint) 
17 • (c. atat.ent d. offer ) to you 18. 
(e. quite ao t. quite ) (g. quietq h. quietq ao ) some time 
19 
(a. put b. baaed) 
20 
(e. upon t. about) 
• (c. passed ) • (g. regarding h. on ) 
which you sent us without a 22. ~=: ~:CS ~: g:ted~ 
(a. aachine b. lduograph) 
a 21 • (c. aechani• d. IIUlticraph) 
roll attachment which we had to 
(a. replace b. repreaa ) 
23 • (c. reproduce d. reprint ) at our own expense. You 
(e. repeated faithtull7 f. ateted cs.tiDiteq) 
24. (g. promaed repeatedq h. aaid repeatedl7 ) that this 
(a. adjuataent b. ca.plaiDt ) 
25. (c. buaiDeaa d. •tter ) would be quickly and thoroughly instigated but no 
(e. action t. act) 
26. (g. account ) has yet been taken. Will you 
27. 
(a. please attend b. pleaaa adjust) 
(c. attend d. adjuat pleaae) 
., 
this matter soon so that our books may be 
(e. adjuated f. corrected) 
28. (g. cloaed h. balanced ) for the present 29. (a. t1D&DC1al .b. tieeal ) period. (c. phyacal d. tiDaDce) 
Truly yours, 
a b 
1 " 
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2' 
c d 
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a b c d 
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c d 
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c d E 
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E e f :~ h 
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a b 13 :: c d E 
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a b 
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a b 
17 :: 
c d 
g h E 
c d 
e r g h E 
18 :: 
a b 
19 :: 
e 
20 :: 
e 
22. :: 
a 
23 !! 
e 
24 :: 
a 
2.5 H 
e 
26 :: 
a 
27 
" 
r 
r 
b 
r 
b 
f 
b 
e f 
28 
.. .. 
c 
.~ h 
" 
c d E 
~ h E 
.. .. 
c d E 
E 
c d E 
E 
d E 
a b c d E 
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'Iurse-Durost Sh. Ach., E..xp. Form 
Letter 3. 
Dear Sir: 
(a. - b. atateaente) According to 1. (c. reports d. letters ) of our dealers, 
(e. difficulties f. detects) 
2 • (g. errors h. IIi stakes) h b 7 
(a. found b. unconred ) 
ave een '" · (c. encountered d. discovered) 
i n th 4 (e. sealiiJI t. celliiJI) e • (g. selliiJI b. seal-in) of our product s . Of course, the 
(a. lllistake b. probl• ) 
5. (c. difticulty d. trouble ) is not ours alone because 6. (e. our t. all (g. of h. of all 
(a. staple b. stable ) 
manufacturers of 7 • (c. all stable d. all staple ) 8 (e. wares t. goode ) • (g. articles h. products) 
(a. experienced b. expected ) 
ha ve 9. (c. eapeciall)- ) a 10 (e. aiailar f. f&lliliar) • (g. famous h. like ) condition. 
(a. perfect b. implement) 
If y;e can ll. (c. illpron d. 1111x ) th 12 (e. bleud f. brand) e • (g. breed ) of our stock, and 
(a. corr.ct b. AYe ) 
a t the same time 13. (c. soln d. renew ) (e. atorliJI f. packilll ) our 14. (g. packagiiJI h. abippiiJI ) 
dificulties, and 11' this 15. (a. difticultr b. illpro-nt ) (c. error d. lliatalce ) will not be 
(e. atteuded f. attained) 16 
• (g. atteated ) by an increase in prise, we may find a 
17 (a. possible b. probable ) 
• (c. popular d. proapecthe) 18 
(e. resoln t. eud ) 
• (g. solution h. gain ) to our merchandising 
problem. (a. did do b. did ) I am sure 11' we 19 • (c. would do d. should do ) t his, it would be to 
(e. cood t. adnntage) 
the 20. (g. beat h. credit ) . (a. all b. our ) 1 d t th of 21. (c·. the d. allow) dea ers an o ere 
(e. ~eations t. inquiries ) 
customers. 11' you ha ve any suggestions or 22. (g. criticiau h. r.m1ts ) 
2~ (a. requeatiiJI b. regardiiJI ) this 24.(e. nbject t. material ) please let me 
.... • (c. about d. ot ) (g. aatter h. suggestion P 
have them 25. (a. for b. before) the next meeting of the (c. after d. duriiJI) 
"6 (e. executor r. executhe ) comittee. (Paragraph) I am returning 
"' • (g. elective h. electoral ) 
h ith 27 (a. your b. thia) earw • (c. our d. tbe ) 28 (e. tiscal f. financial ) statement which has • (g. account h. credit ) 
been formerly 29 (a. adllitted b. approTed ) by the head of the 
• (c. accepted d. accredited) 
(e. auditilll f. orderiiJI ) 
30. (g. audit h. order ) department. Yours, 
a b c d E 1 .: 
.. .. .. .. " 
e 2 ' f g h 
a 3 : b 
c d E 
f g h E 
b c d 
e 6 " f h E 
8~ f .~ h E 
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a b c 
9 " 
e 
10 :: 
f .~ h E 
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a b c d 
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e f 
12 " 
a 
13 : 
e 
14 " 
a 
1.5 :: 
b c 
f g 
b c 
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a b c 
17 ;: " " 
e f g 
18 :: " " 
b c 
e f 20 :: 
a b 
21:: 
a b 
23 !! 
e 
24 jj 
r 
a b 
2.5 !i 
:~ 
c 
c 
c 
f g 
c 
g 
a b c 
29 jj i g e 
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d E 
h 
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h E 
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h E 
d E 
h E 
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h E 
d E 
h E 
Turse-Durost ch. Ach •. , Exp. Form 
Letter 4. 
Dear Sir: 
(a. intol'll b. write) 
Let us 1. (c. usure d. tell ) you that the delay in 
a 
1 : 
e 2 .. 
a 3 : 
4~ 
b c d E 
f g h 
b ~ c;i E 
.. .. 
f E 
2 (e. aceeptill8 t. acknowledgiJ18) (g. rela:,ying h. relating ) 
your report is regreted L (a. eepeciall:y b. u:ceediJ18q) (c. very much d. iDdeed )" Sa, 
g h 
b ~· d 
However, you must bare in mind that the financial 4. (e. proble. t. situation) {g. distress h. atatua ) 
(e. bigger t. graver) 
j Our City is 5 • (a. no b. now >s (g. greater h. better) than it is in 
.n (c. m:y d. 1111ch) 
7. (a. thia b. yours) 
(c. ours d. hie ) 
and that the same 8. (e. unbiued t • unaeltiah ) (g. unsolved h. unfinished ) 
9 (a. aune;rs b. service) 
• (c. eurtace ) 
which you have made for our corporation in the 
passed must 10. (e. contend ue t. content ua) 
(g. be continued h. continue ) 
11 (a. protolllld.q effect b. prevent ) 
• (c. preYent further d. profOUlllil.T prevent) 
in order to 
12. (e. increase f. r.covery) 
{g. decline h. decrease) 
in business. ~e are, therefore, sendinB your lc. (a. proposal b. proposition) (c. plan d. plea ) 
to the Board of directors. In all probability 14. (e. untried r. united) action (g. unified h. unit:y ) 
will be taken 15. (a. before b. leat ) the 16. (e. planned t. plan ) become (c. until d. unleaa) (g. plain h. plane) 
17 (a. supported b. euaceptible) (c. succeeded d. eet up ) 
19. (a. 1.8 :you know, b. U :you know, (c.' I aeeure :you, d. 1.8 :you knn, 
to political 18. (e • .anipulators t. aanipulation) 
(g. aanipul&ione h. aanipulat1J!8) 0 
the 20. (e. speculations f. specifications) 
(g. directions h. directors ) 
call for a 21. (a. super-tJpe b. euperiorit:y ) 
(c. euperior-tJpe d. epecial-t:ype ) of hook-up. Therefore, ~e must 
22 . ( •• propose r. poatpone ) (g. poet h. purpose ) 
the 23. (a. overhauling b. undertalt1J!8) 
(c. haulill8 d. tacltill8 ) 
24 (e. re&ardill8 t. render1J18) the decision of the electricol 
• (g. pendiJ18 h. binding ) 
2 - (a. laporte b. exports ) and the 26 (e. experts t. officials) o. (c. experta d. worll:ere ) · • (g. worll:ere h. owners ) of the 
27 (a. poll'ertul b. power ) 
• (c. poll'der d. proud ) line. We !:lUSt 28. (e. Stand f insist) (g. demonstrate ) 
(e. disclosure b. enclosure) 
uron a/an 29. (c. inclusion d. division) of t.here state1:1ents as a part of 
.,. 0 (e. purpose your '- • (g. proposal 
f. proposition) 
h. plan )• Truly yours, 
e 6 .. t ~ h E 
" 
b c d 
f g h E 
" 
98: b c E 
" .. " , , 
f S, h E 
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Turse-Durost Sh. Ach., Exp. Form 
Letter 5. 
Dear Sir: 
As a dealer in 1. (a. realit)- b. realt)- ) (c. real estate d. real propert:r) you are 
(e. trading t. dealing ) 
2 • (g. acquainted h. familiar ) with the 3. (a. probl- b. purpose•) (c. probl- d. purpose ) 
in attracting buyers Often you lose a sale beca use a roof needs 
(e. resurfacing t. reserrlcing) 4
• (g. servicing h. surfacing ) or because a spare room is 
involved 
0 • (a. lacld.ng b. lealdng ) (c. wrecked d. wrecldng) or because the 6.(e. needed t. net) (g. knitted ) capitol is 
not available to 7. (a. finish b. tumish) some miner repairs or adjustments (c. finance d. t1x ) 
d i d b 8 (e. prosperous t. purposive) purchasers. In 
es re Y • (g. prospecti't'e h. possible ) 
9 (a. IWV' b. art( ) 
• (c. IWV' aol'lt d. art( aore ) instants you may ha ve found it necessary to make 
10 (e. re't'erses t. millions) 
• (c. reTersions h. l'eYel'llals) to your 11. 
(a. toraal b. toraer ) 
(c. foremost d. tirat ) 
12 (e. u.-s t. rigid ) 
• (c. pHable h. flexible) policy of making lz,.(a. now b. JMnr) (c. DO d. art() repairs to 
property for sale. Whatever your problem may be, we f eel sure you can 
14 (e. protitabq bUTt. probabl:r bUT) 
• (g. profit bT ) membership in our 15. (a. corporati'ft b. cooperati't'e) (c. corporate d. cooperating) 
16 (e. business t. establislaent) 
• (g. ~on h. plan )• Our soul 17 (a. purpose will b. probl• will ) • (c. purpose shall d. probl- shall) 
be to aici. anyone who 18. (e. holds t. wants) 19 (a. stock b. •tocks) (g. otters h. owns ) • (c. -.bership d. shares) 
in the or
0
"'aniza tion in dealing with 20 (e. this t • hi• ) 
'(g. :rour t. thoae) repair problems. 
·rhe enclosed letter 21. (a. about b. illustrating ) heat 
' (c. describilli d. offering ) 
.. 2 (e. reeietents f. reebtence) 
:d • (g. reeilltaDce h. re•iatanta) and other building 23 (a. -ttere b. aaterials) '(c. aixtures d. aetals )' 
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TURSE-DUROST 
SHORTHAND ACHIEVEMENT TEST (Gregg) 
By PAULL. TURSE, A.M. 
Chairman, Commercial Department 
High School, Peekskill, New York 
and WALTER N DuROST, PH.D. 
Director, Division of Research and Test Service 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York 
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS 
For Use with Students in Training 
PURPOSE OF THIS TEST 
In constructing the Turse-Durost Shorthand Achievement 
Test the authors desired to satisfy four general requirements. 
First, the test must be a valid instrument for the meas-
urement of shorthand achievement independent of other 
abilities, particularly typing, the spacing of a letter properly, 
etc. Secondly, the test must give proper emphasis to the 
various types of errors ordinarily made in taking and tran-
scribing shorthand. These errors fall in three major cate-
gories namely, language errors, errors caused by poor 
shorthand penmanship, and errors caused by lack of mastery 
of shorthand principles. In the third place, the test must 
be in such a form that it can be given within the limits of a 
single class period without sacrificing validity or reliability 
Finally the test must permit easy and rapid scoring by 
means of a strip key instead of requiring the laborious 
I 
scoring of a verbatim transcript as has been required in most 
shorthand achievement tests in the past. 
To satisfy these requirements, the authors have created a 
new form of shorthand achievement test. The dictated 
matter of each of the two equivalent forms, A and B, consists 
of five typical business letters, dictated in the usual way at 
varying speeds, depending upon the degree of experience. 
The letters are also recorded in the traditional fashion, 
but here the similarity with previous tests of shorthand 
achievement ends. Each pupil is given a test booklet 
containing a transcript of the five letters. However, each 
of the letters as transcribed contains errors and omissions 
which the pupil is required to correct and fill in from the 
shorthand notes. These corrections and additions are 
entered in the margin of the test booklet on lines provided 
for this purpose, making it possible to score the test by 
means of the strip key. 
Provision has been made for administering this test to 
individuals in all stages of development and experience 
beyond the point of initial experience in transcribing 
I 
connected discourse. In a public school situation it is not 
recommended for use earlier than the end of the first year 
of instruction. It has great value as a terminal test for 
first-year students or with business school students with 
equivalent training. It also maybe used very helpfully 
during the second year and as a terminal test for second-
year students. 
A single form of the test may be given within one hour, 
although the time varies according to the level of experience 
due to variations in the speed of dictation. 
The test may be used with any type of shorthand, but it 
is intended primarily for Gregg students and present norms 
are based entirely upon the performance of students study-
ing Gregg. 
Scores may be obtained within each of the three major 
areas into which common errors fall; namely language skill, 
shorthand penmanship, and mastery of shorthand principles. 
The keys are arranged so that these part scores may be 
obtained if desired. These subscotes are particularly valu-
able when the test is being used as a diagnostic instrument.l 
CoNSTRUCTION oF THE TEsT 
The characteristic of the Turse-Durost Shorthand Achieve-
ment Test which makes it different from other tests of short-
band achievement now available is the use of a prepared 
transcript containing errors to be corrected by the student 
from his shorthand notes. The use of this form of measure-
ment involves some peculiar difficulties. The greatest 
problem is in the choice of material to be dictated. It is 
necessary to prepare selections in such a way that plausible 
wrc;mg responses can be recorded for a high proportion of 
the content without destroying the apparent continuity of 
the material. While doing this, it is necessary to balance 
the errors in the prepared transcript to cover adequately 
1 These subscores are meaningful only with students studying Gregg 
shorthand. 
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Turse-Durost Shorthand Achievement Test 
the three major types of shorthand errors. As a first step 
in the construction of the test, a list of words was prepared 
based upon a sampling of shorthand principles; i.e., brief 
forms, prefixes, suffixes, etc. Contextual matter was then 
written around these specially prepared words in such a way 
as to embed them meaningfully in the context. Secondly, 
an analysis was made of transcription errors as reported by 
research studies in this field to determine the chief types of 
such errors and their causes. It was found that most errors 
of transcription are caused by: 
a. Lack of knowledge of rules of punctuation, syllabifica-
tion, paragraphing, etc. 
b. Inability to spell 
c. Incorrect, poorly proportioned, or incomplete outlines 
d. Poor word sense or lack of knowledge of sentence 
structure 
e. Improper pr<>ofreading of notes 
f. Typing 
'-The selections were further edited so that, in addition to 
testing the application of shorthand principles, they also 
cover the chief errors of transcription listed above, with 
the exception, of course; of typing. It was felt that typing 
constituted a special, or separate, skill and that it should 
not be allowed to complicate the measurement of short-
hand achievement, but should be measured as a separate 
entity 
To summarize, test items were dispersed throughout each 
of the five letters in each form which would measure punc-
tuation, paragraphing, syllabification, spelling, shorthand 
penmanship or outline proportion, and word sense or knowl-
edge of sentence structure. Taking the :ffve letters com-
prising either form, the various types of error~ listed above 
were so balanced as to have a proper and reasonable weight 
in the total score. 
EXPERIMENTAL TRYOUT 
The material of both test forms, as outlined above, was 
given to 183 pupils in five high schools at the end of one 
year of shorthand study An error an~lysis was then made 
which was used as a basis for revising and rearranging the 
context so as to get a more satisfactory order of difficulty. 
After the two forms were revised, they were given to 
116 end-of-second-year pupils in four high schools. The 
scores on the r~vised test were correlated with teachers' 
marks. The resulting coefficient of 73 was deemed high 
enough to encourage further experimentation. 
Minor modifications were made in the context and a third 
experimental edition was prepared. Both forms were given 
to 200 students completing two years of shorthand in several 
high schools. On the basis of these test results, split-half 
reliability coefficients were determined for each of the two 
forms. The resulting values when corrected by the Spearman-
Brown formula were .97 for Form A and .94 for Form B. 
The intercorrelation of the two forms for this group was 
found to be .83. Considering the high degree of selection 
in second-year students of shorthand, these reliability 
coefficients were felt to be satisfactory Test scores were 
correlated with teachers' marks for this group, and a value 
of .67 was obtained. Considering the fact that no attempt 
was made to allow for differences in marking procedure from 
one school to another, it was felt that this value was 
encouragingly high. 
Another experiment was carried out, using this edition 
of the test involving the administration of both forms to 
about 200 students completing two years of shorthand 
instruction in Eli~abeth, New Jersey All students took 
Form A first. The dictation was spread over several days, 
but at the end of each session of dictation the pupils tran-
scribed their notes literally and then corrected the test 
transcript. 
The analysis .of the data obtained in this .experiment is 
summarized in Table 1. Briefly, Table 1 shows that the 
correction form of measuring shorthand achievement is, 
in terms of the data shown, slightly more reliable than the 
traditional procedure of measuring shorthand achievement 
by counting the errors in a verbatim transcript of the short-
hand notes. We also note that the relation between the 
two methods of testing is the same, regardless of whether 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY VALIDITY EXPERIMENT: TURSE-DUROST 
S~oRTHAND AcHIEVEMENT TEsT 
Subjects: 200 End-of-Second-Year Pupils in Battin Girls' High School, 
Elizabeth, New Jersey 
Correlation of : 
Form A: Correction Form with Form B: Correction Form. . . .81 
Form A: Verbatim Form with Form B: . Verbatim Form. . 78 
Form A: Correction with Form A: Verbatim . . . .69 
Form B : Correction with Form B : Verbatim . . .69 
- Estimated True Correlation of Correction and Verbatim Forms. .85 
Form A or Form B is used. This is not surprising, consider-
ing the fact that the two sets of letters were made as nearly 
similar as possible. The estimated true correlation of .85 
between the correction and verbatim form is high, but not 
as high as had been expected in the light of some earlier 
experimentation. The fact that the verbatim transcripts 
were scored by a group of high school secretarial students 
while the correction forms were scored by the senior author 
was thought to enter in as a possible factor to lower the 
correlation between the correction form and the verbatim 
form. In order to check upon ' this possibility and to 
establish more definitely the true relation between the two 
methods of scoring, a replicative experiment was decided 
upon following the same general pattern of the experiment 
described above. 
FINAL VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY DATA 
Following the experimental . work described above, the 
final forms of the Turse-Durost Shorthand Achievement 
Test were printed in the regular booklet form for the purpose 
of securing norms. At the same time, a special edition of 
the test was prepared in a somewhat modified form. The 
introductory sheet and each of the ten letters in Forms A 
and B were reproduced on separate sheets. For example, 
Letter 1 o£ Form A was reproduced at the top of a page 
Directions for Administering 3 
while the bottom half of the page was lined off for taking · 
dictation as in a stenographer's notebook. A perforation 
was inserted in the middle of the sheet, making it possible 
to separate the shorthand notes from the prepared tran-
script. Using this special edition, a final validity experi-
ment was carried out involving approximately 100 end-of-
second-year students in Yonkers, New York. In this 
experiment, one letter was djctated each day until all ten 
letters had been completed. The shorthand notes were 
inscribed on the bottom half of the page, and at the con-
clusion of the dictation the pupils first corrected the tran-
script appearing iri the upper half of the sheet. This was 
then torn off and passed in to the teacher. Each pupil 
then made a literal transcript of her notes on a separate 
sheet of paper in longhand. The ten letters compris-
ing the two forms were administered in the following 
order 
Form A, Letter 1 
Form A, Letter 2 
Form B, Letter 1 
Form B, Letter 2 
Form A, Letter 3 
Form B, Letter 3 
Form A, Letter 4 
Form B, Letter 4 
Form A, Letter 5 
Form B, Letter 5 
All of the literal transcripts involved in this experiment 
were scored by one person, as well as most of the correction 
forms. The remaining scoring was done by experienced 
scorers under the close supervision of the authors. 
The results of the analysis of the data from this experi-
ment are given in Table 2. In comparing the results of 
this experiment with the results obtained in the earlier · 
validity tests, it is interesting to note that the reliability 
coefficients by the two methods, as determined in the two 
experiments, come out almost exactly the same. However, 
the correlation between the correction form and the 
verbatim form is considerably higher ·in the second experi-
ment. This is no doubt due, in part, to the fact that the 
correlation given is based upon all ten letters in the second 
experiment. Wh~n the reliability of the total test - that 
is, of all ten letters is estimated by means of the Spear-
man-Brown formula for both methods of testing, identical 
TABLE ~ 
SUMMARY oF FINAL VALIDITY ExPERIMENT: TURsE-DURosT SHORTHAND 
AcHIEVEMENT TEsT 
Subjects: 100 End-of-Second-Year Pupils, High School of Commerce, 
Yonkers, New York 
Correlation of: 
Form A : Correction. Form with Form B : Correction Form. . 78 
Form A : Verbatim Fortn with Form B : Verbatim Fortn. . 79 
Fortn A plus Form B : Correction Form with 
Form A plus Form B : Verbatim Fortn .89 
Reliability of : 
Fortn A plus Form B: Correction Form (Corrected by Spearman-
Brown Formula) .88 
Form A plus Form B: Verbatim Form (Corrected by Spearman-
Brown Formula) .88 
Estimated True Correlation of Correction and Verbatim Forms 
(Correction for Attenuation) 1.00 
reliability coefficients of .88 result. 1 Using this v~ue in 
the formula for correcting for attenuation gives an estimated 
true correlation of 1.00 between the two methods. In 
other words, one must conclude from this experiment that 
the two methods of measuring shorthand achievement 
are getting at fundamentally identical skills. Conse-
quently, if one is willing to accept a verbatim transcript of 
shorthand notes as a valid measure of achievement, one 
must by the same logic accept the correction form as an 
equally valid measure of shorthand achievement. 
DIRECTIONS ·FOR ADMINISTERING 
In planning a test~ng schedule, allow fifteen or twenty 
minutes for the actual dictation and thirty-five minutes for 
the correction of the transcript. 
Testees should be supplied with pen or pencil, an eraser, 
and several sheets of shorthand notebook paper Two 
points on one pencil or an extra pencil or pen should be 
available in case of emergency Examiner should use a 
stop watch for timing the dictation, which is marked off 
in 15 second intervals. 
Do not dictate spelling, punctuation, or paragraphing, or 
in any way suggest places where errors will occur. 
Pass out the test papers and then say : 
"Please fill in the information called for at the 
top of the first page. Do not make any other 
marks on the test booklets or open the pages until 
you receive further instructions." 
After sufficient time has been allowed for securing the 
information required on the cover page, say 
"You are going to try a new type of shorthand 
transcription test, but you will take . dictation in 
the usual manner. Do not give up at any time 
during the test, but get as much of the Qictation 
as you can. In order that you may understand 
directions m9re clearly, you will all take a trial 
test. I .shall read the correct answers. You will 
then score your own paper. You may then ask 
questions before the real test begins. Get ready 
for the trial dictation. Get your paper or note-
book ready. Pick up your pen or pencil. Take 
this dictation in shorthand. Ready . . ?" 
Then dictate the following trial test. Dictate slowly 
enough so that everyone gets all the trial dictation. Per-
mit no 'interruptions or questions while dictation IS m 
progress. 
I 
Dictation for Trial Test 
Dear Sir : Your letter arrived yesterday and we 
are sorry you· can't attend the meeting. Please 
do not worry, for we shall send you a list of all 
1 This value ·should not be considered comparable to the split-half co-
efficients reported on page ~- In this latter case a different method of 
splitting the material was used, the testing was spread over a longer period 
of time, and the population was considerably tnore homogeneous, 
4 Turse-Du1·ost Shorthand Achievement Test 
the topics which will be discussed so that you will 
know what took place. Let us know if you will 
attend the meeting next week. Yours truly, 
After the trial letter is dictated, say to the group : 
"Now look at the trial test copy on the cover 
sheet of your booklet. Each line contains one or 
more errors or omissions in punctuation, spelling, 
or context. When the signal is given, you are to 
compare each shorthand outline in your notes 
carefully with each word in the transcription copy. 
Indicate, in longhand, the. necessary corrections 
in each line in the space provided in the right mar-
gin. Whenever you supply punctuation marks, 
write also the word which precedes or includes 
the mark. In all other corrections, indicate only 
the correct word or words or spelling accoi"ding to 
your notes. Paragraphs are to be indicated by 
a capital 'P.' Ready . ? Go ahead!" 
Allow about three minutes on the trial test. Then read 
the following correct answers for the trial test or write them 
on a blackboard if available. Do not read (or write) the 
material in parentheses. This is for the examiner's infor-
mation. I 
t 
a. arrived (misspelling) 
b. can't attend (apostrophe and "attend" omitted) 
c. worry send top- (omission, spelling, syllabification) 
d. discussed (incorrect word) 
e. place. P will (paragraph after "place," incorrect 
word) 
f: the Yours (incorrect word, capital "y" Ill 
"yours") 
Answer any questions testees may have and reemphasize 
the following directions 
1. Only numbered lines at the right are to be used for 
corre~tions. 
2. Each correction mnst be made in longhand on its 
proper line. 
3. Punctuation marks must be indicated by writing also 
the word which precedes or includes the mark. 
4. Paragraphs are to be indicated by a capital "P" 
5. Capitalization at beginning of sentences need not be 
indicated. 
6. No longhand is to appear in the notes except for 
figures or proper names. 
7 Write answers rapidly but not carelessly Do not 
take too much time for items which seem difficult but 
skip them and try them again later if you have time. 
Dictation for Real Test (Form A and Form B) 
The following letters are to be dictated strictly in accordance with the time indicated in the parentheses. Note that 
the letters are timed differently for first-year and for second-year students. Be sure to use the letters with the appropriate 
timing. Permit no questions or interruptions during the dictation. Do not indicate punctuation except by normal voice 
inflection. Dictate all five letters before beginning the transcription. Pause ten seconds after the dictation of each letter 
FORM A 
For First-Year Students 
I. Gentlemen : "\'\nen an old friend suddenly stops calling 
(I5 sec.) it' becomes a matter of great concern to you. 
(30 sec.) Frequently you entertain the thought that in 
(45 sec.) some way you have been at fault. That (I min.) 
is what we fear when we examine our records and find that 
(I · I5) your account with us has not been used for some 
time. We (I: 30) note that our claim for the automobile 
parts which were lost in (I : 45) transit still remains unset-
tled and that there is a balance accrued in (2 00) your 
favor of $12.63. In adjusting these matters it would be 
more convenient (2 I5) for us to pay the amount due you 
and have our claim settled by a (2: 30) remittance from 
you. However, it will be agreeable to us if you prefer to 
forward (2: 45) the parts just mentioned. May we count · 
on your continued friendly business relations? Yours very 
truly (3 '00) 
For Second- Year Students 
I. Gentlemen : When an old friend suddenly stops calling 
it becomes a matter of great concern (15 sec.) to you. 
Frequently you entertain the thought that in some way you 
have been at fault. That (30 sec.) is what we fear when 
we examine our records and find that your account with us 
has not (45 sec.) been used for some time. We note that 
our claim for the automobile parts which were lost in transit 
still (1 min.) remains unsettled and that there is a balance 
accrued in your favor of $12.63. In adjusting these matters 
it (I I5) would be more convenient for us to pay the 
amount due you and have our claim settled by a remittance 
from you. However, (1: 30) it will be. agreeable to us if 
you prefer to forward the parts just mentioned. May we 
count on your continued friendly business relations? Yours 
very truly (I 45) 
f 
, 
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For First-Year Students 
II. Gentlemen "'c are very sorry to learn that (I5 sec.) 
the articles sold you last month did not (30 sec.) come up 
to your requirements. Even though you (45 sec.) have 
used part of the order, if you (1. min.) will return the cards, 
clips, and pencils, we shall allow you credit (1: 15) to be 
~pplied on future orders. With us it is "Service Always" 
a (I 30) motto we adopted for our own use wh~n 
we began business thirty-three years ago. (1: 45) Ideal 
products have been leading the market in quality ever since 
that (2: 00) time. Won't you let us hear from you soon 
regarding this order? We are anxious (2: I5) to clear up 
the matter to your entire satisfaction. In order that the 
(2 30) adjustment may be made in time for your opening 
and that you may not incur (2: 45) financial loss, we sug-
gest that you use the enclosed air mail card. Respectfully, 
(3: 00) 
III. Dear Sir We regret to learn of the inconvenience 
(15 sec.) caused Smith & Company through the negligence 
of an (30 s~c.) employee. However, as you knew that our. 
(45 sec.) clerk changed both the quoted and catalog prices, 
(1 min.) you should have reported the fact immediately 
Now we must look more (1: 15) carefully into the nature of 
Smith & Company's complaint and, if the (1. 30) circum-
stances warrant it, we shall be forced to allow them the 
reduction (I 45) of 40¢ claimed on each article ordered. 
We hope that this error (2: 00) will not cause embarrassing 
personnel changes in your office and that this firm will 
(2 I5) retain its prominent place on our list of satisfied 
cus~omers. Under the conditions we thought (2: 30) it 
would be unnecessary that payment be made on the small 
overdue balance on their (2: 45) October invoice. How-
ever, the September and August orders should be paid in 
full. Cordially yours, (3: 00) 
IV Dear Sir We do not understand how you (I5 sec.) 
arrived at the figure indicated as the net proceeds on 
(30 sec.) the consignment shipment made to you on August 
5. (45 sec.) We have a receipted bill in our possession 
o;;howing (1 min.) _payment of both interest and principal in 
full. Recent correspondence discloses that (I 15) you 
mistook the rebate on the old bill to be 20% (I : 30) which 
really was 2%. We regret that it was necessary for us 
(1 : 45) to decline your blanket offer to take care of all our 
wants. (2 00) We feel ·the necessary adaptation cannot 
be made without considerable detriment to us. However, 
please (2 I5) feel free to submit an alternate plan. If such 
a plan can be effected whereby (2 30) serious delays may 
be averted and if all legal aspects can be reviewed by our 
(2 45) counsel, we may reconsider your proposal. With-
out advice from him we cannot act. Yours truly, 
(3: 00) 
For Second-Year Students 
II. Gentlemen We are very sorry to learn that the articles 
sold you last month did (15 sec.) not come up to your re-
~uirements. Even though you have used part of the order, 
1f you (30 sec.) will return the cards, clips, and pencils, we 
shall allow you credit to be applied on future orders. 
( 45 sec.) With us it is "Service Always" a motto we 
adopted for our own use when we began business thirty-
three (1 mi~.) years :}go. Ideal products have been leading 
the market in quality ever since that time. ·won't you let 
us hear from you (I: I5) soon regarding this order? We 
are anxious to clear up the matter to your entire satisfaction. 
In order that the adjustment may be (I : 30) made in time 
for your opening and that you may not incur financial loss, 
we suggest that you use the enclosed air mail card. Re-
spectfully, (I 45) 
III. Dear Sir: We regret to learn of the inconvenience 
caused Smith & Company through t~e (15 sec.) negligence 
of an employee. However, as you knew that our clerk 
changed both the quoted and catalog (30 sec.) prices, you 
should have reported the fact immediately. Now we must 
look more carefully into the nature of (45 sec.) Smith & 
Company's complaint and, if the circumstances ~arrant it, 
we shall be forced to allow them the reduction of (I min.) 
40¢ claimed on each article ordered. We hope that this 
error will not cause embarrassing personnel changes in your 
office (1: I5) and that this firm will retain its prominent 
place on our 1\st of satisfied customers. Under the condi-
tions we thought it would be (I 30) unnecessary that pay-
ment be made on the small overdue balance on their October 
invoice. However, the September and August orders 
should be paid in f'!ll. Cordially yours, (I 45) 
IV Dear Sir: We do not understand how you arrived at 
the figure indicated as the (I5 sec.) net proceeds on the 
consignment shipment made to you on August 5. We have 
a receipted bill (30 sec.) in our possession showing payment 
of both interest and principal in full. Recent correspond-
ence discloses that you mistqol<: (45 sec.) the rebate on the 
old bill to be 20% which really was 2%. We regret that it 
was necessary (1 min.) for us to decline your blanket offer 
to take care of all our want;s. We feel the necessary adap-
tation cannot be made witho~t (I I5) considerable detri-
ment to us. However, please feel free to submit an alter-
nate plan. If such a plan can be effected whereby serious 
delays (I: 30) may be averted and if all legal aspects can be 
reviewed by our counsel, we may reconsider your proposal. 
Without advice from him we cannot act. Yours truly, 
(1: 45) 
8 Turse-Durost Shmthand Achievement Test 
When the last letter has been dictated, say : 
"That completes the dictation. You will be 
allowed seven minutes in which to correct the 
transcript of each letter from your netes. Do the 
best you can with each letter. If you complete a 
letter before time is called, go right on to the next 
letter. Ready! Go!" 
At the end of the first seven minutes (and at fourteen, 
twenty-one, and twenty-eight minutes) say 
"Time is up. Go on to the next letter." 
When thirty-five minutes have elapsed, say: 
"Stop. Please put your notes inside your test 
booklets." 
Then collect the papers. 
DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING 
A copy of the Key and Directions for Scoring is included 
with each package of tests. Complete directions for using 
the Key appear on the Key itself: 
INTERPR.ETATION OF RESULTS 
Need for norms. Raw scores, in and of themselves, are 
not particularly meaningful. They serve to arrange pupils 
in rank order of their achievement, but do not give any 
indication as to how the individual stands in relation to 
his growth. In order to provide such information, the 
Turse-Durost Test has been given to a large number of 
students who have completed one or two years of shorthand, 
and percentile norms corresponding to total raw scores 
are provided for the two groups. These norms are found 
in Table 3.1 
A percentile rank on this test is interpreted in the usual 
way For example, if a student gets a score of 52 at the 
end of one year of instruction, his percentile rank will be 
10, which means that 10 per cent of the normative groups 
made scores as low or lower than 52, while 90 per cent of 
the total group in the norm population exceeded this score. 
H a student finishing two years of in$truction obtains a 
score of 148 on the t~st, his percentile rank will be 80, 
which means that 80 per cent of the second-year group have 
scores as low or lower than 148, while 20 per cent of the 
group exceeded this score. Since the total possible score 
on Form A is 190 points, it can be seen that the test has 
sufficient "top"; that is, it is sufficiently difficult to 
measure the abilities of the most able students completing 
two years of shorthand instruction. 
Interpreting subscores. In addition to total score on the 
tests, it is possible to derive a subscore in each of the three 
major areas covered by the test; namely, language skill, 
shorthand principles, and shorthand penmanship. Instruc-
tions for obtaining these subscores are given on the scoring 
1 The present end-of-first-year norms are based upon da~ from 13. c~m­
munities; an equal number of communities cooperated m estabhshmg 
the norms for end-of-second-year pupils. While these norms show every 
internal evidence of stability, additional data will be gathered, and as the 
need becomes evident, revised norms will be issued. 
TABLE 3 
PERcENTILE RAmrs CoRRESPONDING To END-OF-YEAR ToTAL 
RAw ScoRES 2 
Form A 
TEST PERCENTJLE TEST PERCENTILE TEST PERCENTILE 
SCORE 1ST YR. 2ND YR. SCORE }ST YR. 2ND YR. SCORE }ST YR. 2ND YR. 
15 1 67 22 1 119 78 30 
16 1 68 1m •1 . 120 79 31 
17 1 69 ~ 1 121 80 !l!1 
18 1 70 25 1 122 81 34 
19 1 71 26 1 12.'3 82 35 
20 1 72 27 1 124 83 37 
21 1 73 28 2 125 84 !18 
22 1 74 29 2 126 85 40 
1m 1 75 30 2 127 86 41 
24 1 76 31 2 128 87 43 
25 2 77 32 2 129 88 45 
26 2 78 33 2 130 89 46 
27 2 79 34 3 131 89 48 
28 2 80 35 •s 132 90 49 
29 2 81 36 3 133 91 51 
30 3 82 37 3 134 91 53 
31 3 83 38 3 135 92 54 . 
32 3 84 39 4 136 93 56 
33 3 85 40 4 137 93 58 
34 3 86 41 4 138 94 60 
35 4 87 42 4 139 94 62 
36 4 88 43 5 140 95 64 
37 4 89 45 5 141 95 66 
38 4 90 46 5 142 96 68 
39 4 91 47 6 143 96 70 
40 5 92 48 6 144 97 72 
41 5 93 49 7 145 97 74 
42 5 94 50 7 146 97 76 
43 6 95 51 8 147 97 78 
44 6 96 52 8 148 98 80 
45 6 97 53 9 149 98 82 
46 7 98 54 9 150 98 8.'3 
47 7 99 55 10 151 98 85 
48 8 100 56 10 152 99 86 
49 8 101 58 11 153 99 87 I 50 9 102 59 12 154 99 89 
51 9 103 60 12 155 99 90 
52 10 104 61 13 156 99 91 
53 1l 105 62 14 157 99.5 92 
54 11 106 63 15 158 92 
55 12 107 64 16 159 93 
56 12 108 65 17 160 94 
57 13 109 67 18 161 95 
58 14 110 68 19 162 96 
59 15 111 69 20 163 97 
60 15 1 112 70 21 164 98 
61 · 16 1 113 71 22 165 99 
62 17 1 114 72 23 166 99 
63 18 1 115 73 25 167 99 
64 19 1 116 75 26 168 99.5 
65 20 1 117 76 27 169 99.5 
66 21 1 118 77 28 170 99.5 
key. The use of these subscores is optional, but it greatly 
enhances the diagnostic value of the test if they are 
employed. 
The authors do not feel that the subscores are sufficiently 
reliable to justify setting up percentile norms in each of 
the three areas. Letter ratings have been established, how-
ever, and assigned on the basis of the normal curve of 
2 These percentile norms apply to the total test score on Form A only. 
Comparable percentile norms for Form B will be issued later when the 
equivalence of the forms has been more satisfactorily established. 
Directions fm· Administering 9 
distribution. The ratings include five levels of ability 
A, B, C, D, and E. C is average performance and includes 
indi,·iduals plus and minus one-half standard deviation 
from the mean. In the normal curvt: this would include 
about 38 per cent of the cases. A letter rating of B or D 
would be assigned to 24 per cent of the cases respectively; 
i.e., to individuals from one-half to one and one-half 
' standard deviation above or below the mean. Ratings of 
. \. or E would be assigned to approximately 7 per cent , this 
includes individuals who deviate from the mean by more 
than one and one-half standard deviation. The scores 
corresponding to these letter ratings are indicated in Table 4. 
~BLE 4 
LE"n"ER RATING CoRRESPONDING TO PART ScoRE: FoRM A 
SCORE CORRESPONDING .TO RATING 
RATING FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR RATING 
Part I Part II Part III Part I Part II Part III 
------------------
E =Failing o--2 o--5 o--34 0-7 o--n G--70 E 
' D = Borderline 3-5 6-11 35-58 8-11 12-17 71-91 D 
'C =Average 6-9 12-17 59-86 12-15 18-21 92-107 c 
R =High Aver. 1G--14 18-22 87-104 16-19 22-25 108-116 B 
LA = Superior 15+ 23;" 105+ <to+ 26+ 117+ A 
Suggestions for using the test results. If the Turse-Durost 
Test is given at the end of one year of instruction, perhaps 
its major usefulness will be (1) to determine those students 
who should drop shorthand and (2) to section those 
students who will continue the study of shorthand during 
the second year. It is impossible to say in any dogmatic 
way what percentile rank should be obtained by a student 
to justify his continuing the study of shorthand; it depends 
upon the local situation. However, under conditions 
existing in many communities, the proportion of those 
advised to drop shorthand will be very high, in some 
instances amounting to more than 50 per cent of the group 
who had begun the study of shorthand. The most reason-
able procedure in such a situation is to limit advanced 
instruction to that number of pupils who have a reasonably 
good chance of being absorbed by industry and commerce 
at the completion of their course of study In many situa-
• 
tions available facilities will determine those pupils who 
should continue the study of shorthand. But regardless 
of the basis of deciding how many pupils can be accom-
modated or should be accommodated for advanced study 
the test results will afford an objective basis for eliminating 
those who should not continue. 
H subscores have not been obtained on the first scoring 
of the test papers, such scores should be obtained for those 
pupils who are to continue the study of shorthand a second 
year With this information available, the teacher is then 
able to plan her work to meet the needs of the individuals 
in her classes. Special remedial instruction should be given 
to all pupils whose letter ratings in a given area are D or E. 
Those pupils who receive a rating of C in any one or more 
of the subareas should be warned to give special attention 
to the area or areas in question. Pupils whose ratings are 
BorA can be assumed to have satisfactory performance in 
the areas in question and attention can be concentrated on 
the development of skill. 
In interpreting the test results for second-year pupils, 
the major emphasis should be .Put upon the total score. 
Individuals making scores in the top 20 to 25 per cent of 
the group according to the national norms probably are 
capable of going directly to commercial or industrial work, 
but those pupils whose scores fall below the 75th percentile 
will probably find difficulty in holding stenographic positions 
in the business world. H these individuals are determined 
to seek employment as stenographers, their tests should 
be scored diagnostically, and if possible in the time available 
special remedial instruction should be given in the subareas 
where the students are weakest. This should be followed 
by intensive drill and practice until they can ~chieve scores 
equaling or exceeding the 75th percentile on the test. 
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TURSE-DUROST 
STENOGRAPHIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST (Gregg) 
Name 
Birthday 
Month 
Examiner 
Dear Sir 
By PAUL L. TURSE, A.l\1. 
Chairman, Commercial Department 
High School, Peekskill, New York 
and ·wALTER N DuROST, PH.D 
Director, Division of Research and Test Service 
World Book Company, Yonkers-.on-Hudson, New York 
Date 
Age 
Day Year 
19 
Classification 
How many semesters have you studied shorthand ? 
SKILLS SCORE 
Language skills 
------------- ---· --
Shorthand pt"nn1anship 
RATING I 
OR 
% -ILE 
1----------------- ----1 
Shorthand principles 
Total score 
TRIAL LETTER 
Make all corrections 
in the spaces below. 
FORM 
B 
Your letter arived yesterday and we are a. _ _______________ _ 
sorry you cant blank the meeting Please do not b. 
blank for we shall sent you a list of all the to- c. ____ ___ _ 
pies which will be described so that you will know d. _________________________ _ 
what took place let us know if you can attend c. _ _ 
this meeting next week yours truly f.----
Do not turn this page. Wait for further instructions. 
Published by \Yorld Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, ~ew York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1941 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All righla re.~erved 
Copyright 1938 hy Paul L. Turse 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. TDSAT : n-1 
W" This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
LETTER I 
Gentlemen 
Two thousand costumers cant be wrong That 
is how we feel each time one of them rights of the 
remarkable (blank and where he is recieving from the 
Rover tire Spring will soon be here vacation 
plans are then begun Your car may need no tires 
to injure your (blank and blank) on that lone trip 
Why not let Rover tires take you and remain a 
money-back gaurantee prot~cts you if rover tires do 
not give you the satisfaction we promise A tradein 
allowance (blank} be made on your own tires The order 
blank you will find enclosed is for your convience 
We blank that you choose and take the style and sizes 
you like and then male it as you wish Your order 
will be (blank filed Motor further and safely on 
Rovers tires supreme Sincerely Yours 
LETTER II 
Dear Sir 
At a (blank} meeting of our corporation it was blank 
1'urse-Durost Steno. Ach. Form B 
Make all corrections 
in the spaces below. 
1. ____________ _ 
2. ____________ _ 
3. __________ __ _ 
\ 4. _____________ _ 
5. ___________________ ___ 
6. ____________ _ 
7. ____________ _ 
8. ____________ _ 
9. ___________ _ 
10. _____________ _ 
11. ____________ _ 
12. ___________ _ 
13. ____________ _ 
14. ___________ ___ _ 
15. ___ _ 
16. ___________ _ 
that the (blank} for the coming year would be decreased by 17 .. ____________________ _ 
$2 000 You will be interested in this blank because 
otherwise, it would have been necessary for you to blank 
our (blank} order pressed with you for books and supp-
lies Now the order may be ( blanlc released shipment 
to be made permanently blank the New York central 
18. ____________ _ 
19. ____________ _ 
20. ___________ _ 
21. ____________ _ 
22. ________________ _ 
Railroad We are taking this occasion to blank you that 23. _______ _ 
we made a (blank to you quietly some time based blank a 
blank which you sent us without a blank roll attach-
ment which we had to repress at our own expense you 
blank that this blanlc} would be quickly and thoroughly 
instigated but no act has yet been taken Will you 
blank} this matter soon so that our books may be blank 
for the present financial period? Truly yours 
[ ~ ] 
24. ____________ _ 
25. __ ____________ _ 
26. _______________ _ 
27. ______________ _ 
28. __________ _ _ _ 
29. _________ _ 
30. 
LETTER lll 
Dear Sir 
According to blank} of our dealers difficulties 
have been blank in the selling of our products Of 
course the blank is not ours alone because of manu-
facturers of stable blank have expected a familiar 
condition If we can blank the brand of all stock 
and at the same time blank our packing difficulties 
and if this blank will not be attained by an increase 
in price we may find a popular (blank to our mer-
chandising problem I am sure if we would do 
this it would be to the (blank of our dealers and 
to our customers If you have many suggest-
ions or inquiries requesting this material please let 
me have them for the next meeting of the (blank com-
mittee I am returning herewith this blank statement 
which has been formerly blank by the head of the 
ordering department Yours truly 
LETTER IV 
Dear Sir 
Let us blank you that the delay in accepting 
your report is regret ted blank However you must 
bare in mind that the financial (blank in our city 
is no grater than it is in this and that the same 
blanlc service which you have made for our corpora-
tion in the passed must content us in order to 
profoundly effect blank} in business We are there-
fore sending your proposition to the Board of Directors 
No probable united action will be taken before the 
plane can become blank to political manipulators 
If you know the blank call for a super-type of 
hook-up Therefore we must blank the overhauling 
binding the decision of the electrical blank and 
the (blank of the powerful line We must (blank} 
upon an blank of our statements as a part of 
your proposition Truly yours 
[ 3 ] 
Turs•-Durost Steno. Ach . Form B 
Make all corrections 
in the spaces below. 
31. ___________ _ 
32. ______ _ 
-------
33. __ _ 
34. __ _ 
35._ 
36. ___________ --
37. ___ _ 
38. ____ _ 
39. __ _ 
40. __ _ 
41. 
42. ___ _ 
43._ 
44 . _ __________ _ 
45. 
46. _ ---
47. _ ____________ _ 
48. _ ___________ _ 
49. _ __________ _ 
50. ____________ _ 
51. ___ __________ _ 
52. ____________ _ 
53. ___ ------
5-1<. __________ -- -- -
55. _________ _ 
56. ________________ _ 
57. _________ -----
58. ___________ _ 
59. 
60. ____________ _ 
61. _______ _ 
62 ., ___________ _ 
LETTER V 
Dear Sir 
As a dealer in blanlc you are blanlc with the 
purposes involved in attracting buyers often you 
lose a sale because a roof needs reservicing or be-
cause a spare room is leaking or because the net 
capitol is not available to finish some miner re-
pairs or adjustments desired by blanlc pur-
chasers In any instants you may have found it 
necessary to make revisions to your formal blanlc 
policy or making new repairs to property for sale 
Whatever your problem may be we feel sure you can 
profitably buy membership in our corporative blanlc 
Our sole problem will be to add anyone who wants 
blank in the organization in dealing with blank 
repair problems The enclosed letter descriptive 
heat resistance and other building matters, will 
show some fees of the various types of surveys we 
• 
attained Yours truly 
4 
Turse-Durost Steno. Ach. F orm B 
Make all corrections 
in the spaces below. 
63. ________________________ _ 
64. 
65. ----------------------------
66. 
67. _ 
68. 
69. 
70. ___ _ 
.71. ________ _ 
..,.,.. 
________ '-.__./ 
72. __________________________ _ 
73. ___________ _ 
74. _______________ _ 
75·. _____________ _ 
76. ____________ _ 
77. ____ ___ _ 
78. _ _ , __ _ 
79. _____________ _ 
TURSE- DUROST 
STENOGRAPHIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
FORM B 
KEY AND DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING 
General directions. Three different styles of type are used 
on the key to designate the items falling under each of the 
three categories listed on the title page of the test booklet; 
namely language skills, shorthand penmanship, and short-
hand principles. This makes it possible for the examiner to 
analyze the individual's score to discover strong and weak 
points. 
Scoring will be facilitated by arranging (or collecting) book-
lets unfolded and placing them in a pile so that the first four 
letters are in full view The correct responses for each item 
are given on the reverse of this page. ONLY CORRECT 
RESPONSES ARE TO BE SCORED. A short vertical 
line should be drawn through each correct response. Do not 
accept as correct any substitutions or insertions among 
testees' responses. Allow no deviations from the key except 
as provided below : 
Allow credit for the following. 
1. Responses which are correct but not in same order as on 
key 
2. Responses which are correct but placed on wrong answer 
lines. 
3. Responses written in context part of the test. 
4. Misspelled words in all items except "language skill" 
items, for which absolutely correct spellings must be 
written or unless the response as written has a different 
meaning from the correct answer e.g., capitol for 
capital. 
Do not allow credit for the following: 
1. Responses written in shorthand. 
2. Contractions or abbreviations not on key 
3. Incorrect tense or number (favor for favored) (article 
for articles). 
4. Any substitution which indicates that testee does not 
know the word but is merely guessing. Examples : 
selling for sealing, reality for realty. 
5. Substitution of synonyms for items on key 
Specific directions. To obtain sub-scores: Three marking 
pencils of contrasting colors must be used. Arrange booklets 
in unfolded piles as suggested above. After scoring the 
letters on pages 2 and S, turn over the page and score page 4. 
Draw a short vertical line through each correct response. 
Count these vertical marks to obtain each sub-score. 
Step 1. Use red pencil to indicate correct responses for the 
"language items" on the key These items appear 
on the key in boldface italics. Allow no misspell-
ings of any kind for these items. Record sub-scqre 
on the cover page for each paper, going through the 
entire pile before starting Step 2. 
Step 92. Use a blue pencil to indicate, in the same manner, 
the correct responses for the "shorthand penman-
ship" items on the key These items are printed 
on the key in lightface italics. Simple misspellings 
should be allowed. Record sub-score on cover 
page. 
Step 3. Use a green pencil to indicate, in the same manner, 
the correct responses for the "shorthand principles" 
items on the key These items appear in plain 
type. Simple misspellings should be allowed. 
Record sub-score on cover page. 
Step 4. Add sub-scores on cover page to secure total score. 
Note. It is important that different-color marking pencils 
be used for each of the first three steps so that if rescoring or 
recounting becomes necessary, the different types of itews 
may be readily identified. This will also facilitate detailed 
error analyses for remedial purposes if this should be later 
desired. If there is any possibility of wanting sub-scores, the 
test booklets should be so marked ; it is very tedious to re-
score the entire test to obtain these sub-scores. The use of a 
mechanical "three-color" pencil is a great convenience in 
marking these sub-score items. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1941 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All righta reaerved. PRINTED IN u.s.A. 
' TURSE-DUROST STENOGRAPHIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST KEY FORM B 
Column 1 Page 2 
LETTER I 
1. customers can't 
2. every writes 
3 '">rotection wear receiving 
4. here; (semicolon or period) 
5. will begin new 
6. msure comfort safety long 
7 there? remember 
8. guarantee Rover 
9. trade-in 
10. can old 
11. convenience 
12. suggest just indicate Size 
13. mail if 
14. immediately filled farther 
15. Rovers (dash or comma) 
LETTER II 
16. recent club decided 
17 budget increased 
18. $200. decision 
19. us cancel 
20. tentative placed sup-
21. officially 
22. promptly v1a Central 
23. P opportunity remind 
safer 
yours 
Column 2 Page 3 
LETTER III 
31. reports defects 
32. encountered sealing 
33. problem all 
34. staple articles experienced 
35. Improve blend our 
36. solve packaging 
37 improvement attended 
38. possible solution 
39. problem. did 
40. advantage all 
41. their any sugges-
42. criticisms regarding matter 
4S. before executive 
44. P your financial 
45. formally approved 
46. auditing 
LETTER IV 
assure acknowledging 
exceedingly 
49. bear distress 
50. now greater yours 
51. unselfish surveys 
52. past be continued 
53. prevent further decline 
54. plan 
Column 3 Page 4 
LETTER V 
63. realty acquainted 
64. problems buyers. 
65. resurfacing 
similar 
....... 
~ 
'I> 
.c: 
66. lacking needed 
67 capital furnish minor 
68. prospective 
69. many instances 
70. reversiOns former rigid 
71. of no 
72. be, 
73. profit by cooperative umon 
74. purpose aid holds 
75. membership his 
76. describing 
77 resistants materials 
78. phases sennce 
79. attempt 
~ To use this Key, fold along the heavy 
black lines as indicated so that the three 
columns of answers may be placed suc-
cessively alongside the corresponding col-
umns on the test booklet. The answers on 
the Key have been arranged so that they will 
align with the answer spaces on the test. 
Complete directions for using the Key are 
given on the reverse of this sheet. 
55. m all probability unified lest 
f complaint quite past regarding 56. plan susceptible manipulation 
----25. mimeograph feed 57 as specifications superior 
26. replace expense. 58. postpone undertaking 
27 promised repeatedly complaint 59. pending experts 
28. investigated action 60. officials power insist 
29. please adjust closed 61. inclusion their 
30. fiscal 62. proposal 
0 
~. 
~};:: ssR O?f.:LEB.Qf -~21liHJ~S _. E:.Qli. .. TJilf_~Jf~ JJ.j2~R~. 
Dietl e t e f':i.v e letters in t he Manual of the Turse=Durost Short~ 
hand a c l1ieveruent test for Form B" (rrhese l e t ters m:::Qr be dictuted 
at either 60 or 80 ':<w r O.s per ro.inute > d.. ependine upo!..1 the l evel of 
aeldeveru.ent of your class , ) As k the students to record t be letters 
in shortJ1;jnd in tbe:i.r not ebook s o 
Numbe ..,.. the t:!.lpl'iu.beti c cla ss L'i.st (1, 2, ~ ' e t c.). Sele ct the 
students 11tose n;=.~.mes a ppear a s even=numbered fi p;ures o C~ll out 
th0ir na.mes, and pazs out tbe r.rurse=Durost corre ction for m for 
tbem t o comp lete . 
iSter you pass ~ut t o that random t!alf of your c l a ss t.le Turse~ 
Durost corx·cction booklet, ask tl1e .:)upils t o correct t he trtu~script 
in uecordance 'l:i i t ll the r u les and d ireutions set forth i r:. the 
Turse- lJurost Manual of Direct ion.s o {'rhe teuc hwr i:lil l eXIJlu in 
this met hod t o t hc;.t huli' o i' her c; lusG tukin.r this fo rm only ., ) 
Give t o t he other r a ndom half of the c l ass , t he odd-numbered 
s t u dent s a ccord inv to your numbered class list , the new 
Exper imentu.l Form of tlw test.. Ui ve t his half' the instructio rLs 
print ed on tl:te booklet P.lus the directions given b e low: 
SAY : Afte r you have taken dovm your letters in shorthand , 
fo llow your short hand notes and compa re what you have -v1ritt en 9 
word for nord, with the transc ribed letters in your booklets o 
\'lren you come to a parentheses eontainirw f our possible ·words 
to fit in t bttt 0ontext , seleut L:l:le •;;ord w1 ic 'b , accordlnc to y uur 
~ l1o rtli&nd notes , \JU S tbc one diuta ted . .!!'ill in the spuu e 
u1 the properly numbered ansv:er spCice that corresponds t o the 
letter of the correct 'IIJord '' it bin t he parentheses o 
(Do the exc.~.mple on the i'ir~t pur:-e of t l}e booklet.) 
S.t-~.Y : Clt1ss, tuke ct ovm this simple sentence in shortlH:~.nd: 
"Your letter a r rived yesterdtty, ttlld \ Je tire sorry you 
c~n't c.~.ttend the meeting. " 
Now look at the exanple on the first pap-e of your booklets o 
Rea d with your sbc:rthand notes, "Your letter arrived •••• 
no\'J , select the r~cht word und f'ill in that space in the 
ans\ver colmrm lettered the same as the correct wordo 
~otice the \:ord "arrived" . I t is misspelled "arived" .. 
\.'hen you find an uncorrected error , either in spellin-
\tord ':lsa<:e, Enr.lish form, '!Jilron ~ dicta ted \;ord, etc . f 1 f~ll ~n the space under "E" for "error" c.~.t the end ~f the 
l~ne. Nov; , let's do the next line toret her, clttSSo (Do ito ) 
After tlle class , ooth habr~s, has had a ubu.nce to complete the 
booklets, collect the t\m 1orms, one form et1ch frozn ettch member 
of tiw <.:lass. Stress tlJe importtlnce of \v'rit lnr tl.eir names on 
the front pae:e of' the booklet. UO\ : t:E 'HE H:l.i:&>.lJY .itOU THE S1C}JI~D 
l:.i>l$ Olt' ~Jlh MPEHL\1J;.NT, 
--/ 
-•• 
-2--
6 o .t1.sk each pupil to place his name on each pap-e of' vvhat he is about 
to do. They are to transcribe, \'jord for v~ord, in the traditional 
lonfhand fashion, the five letters you dictuted at the b~ginning 
of the period. (The letters they have just corrected ou either 
formo) The whole class does this part of the experlment. .Ask 
them to write legibly and in rood EllPlish. 
PO llfTS TO llli.MI!:MB:I::R~ 
1. Euch pupil p1:1sses in the i'ollO\';lnc material: one set of short-
ha"iid notes, one verbutim longhund tr1:1nscript of the five letters, 
either the Turse-Dui·ost correc tion form transcript or Miss 
Martoccl, io 's experiment~l form. 
2. Care should be taken to see tliut each pupil v·Jrites his mune on 
each piece o1' vwrk he passes in. 
~" The teacLer will not be expected to correct any papers for this 
experiment. Kindly enclose the materials in an envelope and 
mal l to: 
Miss ·Bernadette Mtu·tocchio 19 Otikland Street Via t e r tO\m ? 2 M<:t ss o 
It would be r r ea t ly t1.p9reciated if ull par ticiput i n r- sc bools 
can r etu rn tl1e da ta to us for correction by Frida~', :11arch 2b , 1949 o 
KTirDJX FILL III TH1:.! FOLLO\;:nm IHl''Oill.'L1.TION : 
Num'~-Jer of students in the com.rnerc i al department_ ·----·------
Number of stude::rt s in the entire l1L b sch.)ol 
·---------
Basis of s election :for students in commercial educution, if any __ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
